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SURPRISE IS SPRUNG
DOCKET FOR
AGED MAN FOUND PADUCAHANS
CONFERE
NCE
ON HARGIS CROWD
SPECIAL TERM
DEAD IN BED ARE INCLUDED CLOSES TODAY
••••1•11.1MMINNE

CENTENO,
CALLAHAN'S
CIRCUIT CLARK MILLER AND HI
DEPUTY HAVE COMPLETED KAMER DEPUTY RHEUM,
THE DOCENT POW THE OM PUT ON THE IITAND BY
PICaRCUTION AT JACKSON
LLAL TEEM OP CRINAL
VIOTERDAY. • •
COM,

•••••••=111101.•••••

ever, to Pee each other, and Jailer
Amite Little confined the men in CONDUCTOR CHARLES *LANEY MANY
ADDITIONAL
MEE MUCH INTERMIT CENTERS IN
diatoms' ports of the jail, both in
OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL CHANTS AND C1tARACTER3 THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS
steel cells.
CALLED TO SYRACUSE, NEW
OF BUSINESS HAVE TO.PAY
Whitt none of Abe lisigis elan is
FOR .THE MISSIONARY I/0totItitt414,114s WM, with the present
YORK, YIMITEEDAV i IUD,
t'A't
int •••
lor -veY .er e that.
%••••14 ;for./
111.3
comity ofticiell§, end a§ much as they
DFATIT OF FATHER.
DEN
CIONTLY
ENACTED
LAW,
dislike being hold ist custody by them,
they are forced to teliet their mediWitness Also Tell. Remarkable Story cine salmtiaitively,
N. Peer of Violence.
About the Manner In Whieh the
Unlike
two years
use people
Court Was Conducted et Jackson— of Jackson congregete ott
THIS ACT
the street.
IrjAabeerY Spicer Join. COttieM4011 day end night end illeviire the prop
vitt intuition apparently without fear
Swink Ogilvie Carried Tilley Seek Liet,
key. POW Fields Will Immerse Con.
of arialAititilintl. last night little Sternains of Mr. Alexander Read The Number of Businesses Added
To Mayfield Where tie le Wanted
and largo groups of men aloud for
yens Next Sunday Afternoon At
to the State List Are in Much Ea,
Will Arrive Today Or Tomorrow
hours
after
adjournment
court
of
and
on the Chirp at Awesking a • • • • 40 •
• • • • *
Foot of Ohio Street At 4 O'clock
Prom Princeton, IU., Where He cm 14 Number Upon Books
• discussed the testimony of Cull Jest
Peace °Nicer—No Seaman of Vie—Firm
Baptist Church Sunday
and Atiberry Spicier, and "I told you
Before Adoption of This Law.
Died Wednesday Night—nr. Phil
•
t4.— • sue" were the most
Jeekson, Ky„ June
Cows Today,
frequent moires.
School Gave Annual Picnic.
• Hugh, atInitttad to boil in lip •
Stewart Lost Meter,
stone heard,
• iten. Flispl Day. Wm. Day •
Testimony which tended to mete
•
•
Many lines of bunny*, that have
Margie on bond,
Curtin Clerk
, 'Miler' 'and his • and Alen
4 Ilannina annintinft 10 the outside
been contpelled to pay a Mats This morning the 97th annual conno
Mr. Cherie' It, Malley, the well
elitiof depoty,gp140s Kidd, veineV. •Iitioissisieesige• %odd canoes prectivally Ro astonishheretofore come in under the vention of the foreign missionary solicense
day mideir
dd
4 iist olio
men, among the citieens of Jackson knows conductor of 1110 Illinois ConIIOW
wilt come to a clues at the
thaw
adopted by the stilts tests'
'Ate
for the speoial ef Ifilitel leffif
Jaeksont Ity,, June 14, —At th.1 and Itresthitt county, and when asked t.? rlroed between etre and Coto !inure this mouituti just paseed, its law lirmidway Methodist church, where
Ill„ was yesterday exits', to
1004 OoftVotlee ono week Anon neat lgsacsng 01 Jim Hargis, for the IMIP how they regarded the testimony yea,
It has been sn session since Tueeday
bectioninn affective
ktioodny and mottling% moil ,thor emits Orr id Dr, Cog M. morning all of the tsrday, say;
SYritcni- New Volk It: a lc katant was lost Monday. June 11th, which Morning, and has provost one of the
The licensee on
,iii.otieed of. 'Ili SUN en all A r MOry this 1110111illig All of the "Well, I expect it wound all come r-notterotx that ho, tether, M
both the old 41111 new liner becouts most Ottereeting and successful mathpug ott eke *skeet koillgeolitet dett, "todeblet" were present, including out 1110111 time," leaving Ali reporter Thottiaa illenty w,ta dot d,
upsets Oho terith Jim Howe, in the custody of the to infer thin the facts were known tor Illaney's trein knives here at due that date, anti if they are not stings ever conducted by the noble
tool when Ho psdigilto
intittediotely e twenty per cent women,
and. ems 41111
Ow Woe over thot
and 144 Collehan and filbert by a majority, but that they were noon, and having gotten Ott metakte penalty is added,
The meeting opens this morning At
h jig "MI% wy jailer.
cblfterefit dopeon
Illtegla, in euttody of Sheri" Brock OW fur years to diem's the Oita - only .few moments before then took
o'clock with devotional Oarift114.
that
ltt
order
there
may
he
no
Peek PeopectiVe 111144 The +VOW
Otin,
his nab' tot to Ciolindale, Ill., there
Crawkwd,
mieundermanding as to those who followed by a repor of the Podtscah
show. t4I• following UM* ,
being so one hero to relieve him. A
The eommonwealth sprang a sue,
MAO have to pay, but ROM did here- district work, the report of standisig
it H• Isirinu. eherieed with idling miss on the defense by the tnirodui
was gotten at Cortiondal.i. tutor.,
stibnitete
"Merely
SOH,
Looked
On."
County Attorney
Albeit committees, taking nf pledges, slec•
II, A. Rome in the irgwoo,4004010
Jackson, Ky
14.—In
the 44 be then proceeded on to Now Utirkley has gotten up a list, which tion of officers, electiou of reserve
loia August ligeArefriggg Is owe pg Oen of III Centere, deputy sheriff hearing of Jetties Ilargis,
charged oYtki
tinder Calllithen.
shows the following ROW businessaa delegates to womAn's board, 'elation
bond.
he message 4141.4 that the falls,,r
with the murder of Dr, IL I), Coe.
testimony
of
corroboresed
Ile
the
have been added anti the *mount of of the next place of meeting, when
!piney 1411wIlII, r.
gehIftli thaelfs4
Aeberry Spicer yesterday ofternoon was fosnd deed in his bed yecerday yearly
license each will have to pay: then adjournment will be taken.
with tiontletlIti rifimaleer ftWO dome Aube White that Hiram lieye tried
confoesed that John Abner and John morning by 1110111130fA of the family, brewery
Groat interest centers in the elecno Terrell ativol leer Dorentlaer in WW1 an ITSMI110111 in the yowl
hoo; foreign brewery doing
therefore the presumption is that he
itatuelt *AI at a 'WO clarity, hut room during eke motion toe hail for Smith fired the bloats Age killed pr
tion of president, as for the first time
huelnees
here
Sao;
each
agency
webtoe
while he would by and watched swas
by heart trouble whine
his irtettoi lisped Itioweett limn and Tom Coekrill for killing Hen Hargis
naked in mats by resident brewery. in twenty years a new presiding
oisiortit elm WOO in his 4tealn• Mol- Judge Redwine, who ocedliied the the murder, Spicer swore that he
each agency tnettiteined by officer will have to be named, becAuss
$as;
The deceased Was eighty years of
bench at that time, and who had re - war employed by Jim Hernia to aid
well is in Pill
foreign
brewery Sac oneh establiplo Mrs, Watson filled the position for
Janus' Wane, colored, Alleged postodly denied the iieturtintre, was in the assiosainetion, and declared age and a provianfott man of that mein bottling proprietary and soft that long period previous to her death
with murdering Rd !Nell, eriloreti, present today and heard the WWh. thee the murder had been discussed city, where he had voided sotto a 4rtstka $43; soda fountain. $e,go; each in Memphis several weeks ago. She
a week before it totik place by Jim while. Ili. edvancedlage some years lictu
Ihr kw/64100d Iiiii in the head with many of Centers.
milling proprietary or soft made our of tho most progressive
Hargis, Klbett Hargis, Pal Callahan. ego totted him to retire front active
VItrieenes,
before
0 loatht the day
Leh with the Judges
drink*,
amoral or mineral waters not and energetic workers aver filling the
et Thssitousou'e etures, Orme winnia
Center. wee idled by Amino/ John Smith, John Abner and himself. life, Beside. his Mtn here he leaves from a fountain Salo; each show, chair and each annual gathering was
hiirN
fermi Ito. .ity lin Rti Cairo pike. Rock if he perniitted men to carry _ Hernial said he claimed that Co. Swim daughter., Maidantes
concert, exhibition, or other perform - le elected until her twentieth year's
Dailey and James Duhanintel of Noiv 1111C0 where
Reeeii *tied the nem day, Drooe is guns in the court ?OMR, and he said
Admission is charged and smoke's was brought to a close Ply
(Continued on Page Right.)
In Jail
Voris, *aid three other eon*, MOWS not devoted exelaelvely to religious, death, The names of Miss Lama
it was always left entirely with the
Trine Young, 1' l'i reel and James Judge, sod 4ha1 AO objections *fie
;"
"
1 1 P4*eabbb 4( 444;40% 011146;
tholtillt or edneational porpoises, Pradford, the secretary from Browns.
0,005, all *Woe, ehsegod with rob - ever made, This, however, had no
!Barite, '111mity of st, Louis and
and
not in a licensed hall, $s; theatres villa, -Tenn,. Mrs. J, C. Ottinger, the
Ii oh' white and crippled mut
Thomas Sane)
, of /ROI St. Lowe. in
Judge Redwine, and ha
drat class cities $40; theatres in mutter from Minphis, Mee. T. I.
owl ahem Ole Voting depot feel wift- river ""
changed color while bowleg
second class cities $4o; in third class inn the vice president from Menu.
loc the Vis155 tleimb they held 10 the recital of the manner in
Died of Coneurnption.
$ta;
in fourth, fifth and sixth clause On, Testy, and other prominent
hien op to daylighe and took Ids which he conducted cow,
Yesterday
r. Phil
Po;
on skating rinks in Arm class workers are mentioned ut connection
warievey hop% leini The act ..e.4 or.
o Redford, cities $ys;
Bob Denton CAW.
ABSENCE OF QUORUM PRE- rrt reetilviol A message frm
skating rinks in second with the presidency, but until the
ail awl rot hoist
lowa,bringiin
;
rn
ihtend ead
D ittb matte
5 lown- class $30; rinks in
Sob
the
theatea
was
platted
1511
third chess $as; election today it catitiotjae told who
J. .1. I•codest is charged wish gel
VENTED
MEETING
LAST that the evening befbre passes(' (tient merry-go-rounds
cane rack, etc will be selected. Considerabble in$to;
Groom. Frank Ro^le, of Pi* itand by the defense and mill ohm he
lit his sister, Mks. Charles Willis,
it.
carried
Asbury
told
message
no
EVENINO.
shooting
$3;
gallery
$s;
each solicitor terest is being taken in tbe place for
Joelewitt, to soak a (ingest check
After a lingering illness with eon.
or agent for sinlargment of pictures, holding swat year's meeting
w wpm the Carravillir, Kir , Will Spicer from Jim limits shortly before the killing of Dr, Cue. He ilk
The session yesterday was of much
or solicitor fur picture frames or
Iftlifkoal le owe ilii hood
(Coatinved on Page tight)
pictures, $s; on each tranlient ven- Interest, good reports being subAn stlempt Was ntAtio In hold a
gib Porter, roftweek le rhargo,1 millsd, however, that he did tell
dor of %prelacies or jewelry, whether mitted bby svrybody, much time
innlicinuely fulling attodor. He Sower that 1,01111111111 wanted him to meeting of the school board bat
offered tor sale in a store Of not. being taken up discussion the teepeeII MON aef5004 of 1141Mill , Sad RAI- come to town.. Spicer look the stand evening at the Asionittly room in the
rod identified Milton as bolas thus WAllting1tnt building, but it promd
sev. Porter is in jail.
Am; each transient vendor of iron or twe matters coming before the con.
steel ranges or stoves $ao; retailer of Weiler. The morning session yea.
%I I5ertiletnt1 ellii Atedereme Van man who delivered him the message futile because President Williamson
1110111. COInANI, ate ricarreil sirl* false Irons Ilergia. This wee (lime fiecenat in his call for the extra session stipucards $18; retailer of pistols terdity chatted with devotional services
eweerour noto1 Of theta wall inntdo6'- 111•10 are three Hob 1 hot1114111 in lated it was to "elect the colored
retailer
of cigarette and papers led by Mrs. Ada Cooper
$lew
In the afternoon Mrs
•4 4y the I C hot woo **chatted proAlhill County,
J. C.
teachers, and white music instructor," RERRY HUBBARD CHARGED $16; to each resident wholesale dialer
Sweeney
1
presented a most excellent
They elm wets its end vAtipped die Curtis jot was recalled, and said There was pestilent lost evening only
WITH CURSING AND STRIX.
spoloostil boas, who fiend the ono Ns that the night of the shooting he and Willisonson, (Allman, Walston. Potter
paper on "A Visit to McTyarre
(Conelnued on Pegs Eight.)
ING OTHERS,
Op witness semi in onwl ther Elbert Ifergis went together to the and Troutman, all of whom are
School, China." It was teeming with
I
Swore their 404 11114 ssomilt the hoes, ham. of Will Jett and got stone against Mies lemma Morgan for the
tiIntS salient to, the good workings
lenhen it wets proved goy girt, poett whisky, after which they went to heiglish teachership Ii takes seven
We to Ail
fietsites store house sod remained up Damao business, and the six Detective Moor. lias Information
(Continued es Peal mem)
Will 'whom an4 J. A, Naomi 4.11 night.
who Rta for Mini Morgan refused to , About Diamond Pin That Owner
111r9 reterpd woo, tvidwry, sod bothi .41bert had testified yesterday that go out to the gathering, simply beCan Recover—Other Matters.
are le Ail awsitiot. trial. A little Si. went to bed at Jim's home short. cause they think the Morgan
deadWeSCONSIN JUDGE POINTS
hoy oledoto Soy440 hint einewel ly aft., ehe shooting.
lock should be settled before any*dote Ivi hting
Lgo Ott lett, in
OUT
EVIL OF "VULGAR
Wier Some Wool.
flung else is done, inasmuch as the
a OM from over it itreulonrt. He Pot the hal time in loallty
hoard has started In mu the clection
RICH" IN IIB.NATE.
Ramo Hubbard wirs iswrrmited reibe‘Pleetfil ilhon$ across Mitf Oblatallall Judge James Hargis and his RO5tsr- of the white
CREDITORS FILE PETITION AT
instructors, which t arriaai On Ow Oberfro oi striking Nan
Owl after won*, Jaekenn and Dott- 41111 nephew,
,
'should
Curtis
1941.
be
slept
ander
completed
before
the
colny
Caintort, and coming F. ,), KetMimic rotthect hint or cite money soy
LOUISVILLE BEFORE JUDGE
unable tired elections are entered into,
Urges Law To Punish the Giver
tler.
had giteii hito to teritig them over. tSe acme roof last night,orbtuboth
of ,After the five there waited about
EVANS.
to Converse had ether
illanitetry Nuisance.
. elmesse. 5b 0of
Bribes
and
Not
the
%bent been willing to discuss old 1411 an hour for the others io put
Sanitary
Inegtector
J,
Mallet
yesCounty
ClwIt's Met, *.41,d times end talk over affiiite when both in their
meow
roiluvsionor-Reeipitent.
appeaTARAO, they departed, terday got a warrant against W
volit
}oho
limo,. par owl, vie in power iti Areethict county. and further steps will have to be Minot', Gardner charging the Litter
They Request That Merchant L. J
his
Neither **prettied a desire, how. taken before any session can he held. with refusing to hove unwed a it
ftrartu nn 11004411woof Mid
Oomett of Oilbertsvilk be Forced
pile of moots in tiw rear oiulr
wee Indeed rei4er4oy ir51 rotted411114
Ripon, WE.., June *4.—That the
Into Hankruptcy.--Heseit Water
r a home.
ockw '
molt millionaire alto
JusHus Lno amid ea, and .11Inits
Cas,.
Tilineati, aged ao, colored, were &rept
a *eat in I
United States senate
Detecitive Munro to uyiiig to lo- wile one of the sentiments expressed
*I it h.twee Po !nervy. till( titir
"ate the Vert`, who Iota a liatethionie in the address of Supreme Court Jui.
atiek pill recently in the tice Fleet William H. Timlin of
Yestertia itO Inoisvilte Lawyer
T•kwi.*tit
mining rousts et oho Union depot. Milwaukee at thecommencomentextr- Joseph Grogan, of this city, had
Sheriff John Airdrie isesterilar ar
Tito pin was pick's' op by A well
reeled fleorge
aiiirCarried hint
lotlewx$ in eke United States court he.
yreektort, xy,. June 14 The Ott1111
The opinion AIM. Wars to 0011011k known !meting man who informed coes of Ripon college
NOW to Tilayflold to answer tn the of appeals yestetdky bawled down a
tone Judtp, Wolter Evans., a petinion
"See
to.
what
a
pitch
tho
vulgar
ilia decision. of that eminent -Jurist, the sleutit of the find, and. told the
ohm*, of essaish and betterz, fl (tendon refueinw Is rani the writ bodge
Westin Controry to his view detective where he would be for sev- rich have brought this body which of Hadue<th and Nnahville. Tenn
tetineAtitly that there be
Is neciteed of heating, Atka kffibm, itt
Lonleville at the matter, the court holds that eral woke. ift he could be eautnititii• promised in its ienception to be the
*gins* WV Meegmli
AEI rii,‘ end NCI imetstotirotreed for to
twee hint to Petty the eases ever/ time, a saloon keeper open* rated witt and return its. pin In Pate amides,- legislative body -iw- all -The tome* into hankrupti,, L. 3.(toOgOit
kin &regal woo MR here The thatift agget
history of the world," continued the doe weiterai nieecihntit of rogleeteAlle
1A1000 keepers who violate tit0-400111 Of Itie place or sells a drink, the
MI turned tip
'wilt reigns this Aimillog
speaker, "All regulation of corpora- Ky., thirty rive milts above here on
the Sunday clotting law, hut they held it constitutes a *operate Minos, It
Stele Tar Paper.
tive otieville division of the I, C.
otosSunday
the
that Section so of
Contractor tions should be enforced by the im- railroad
also deeleres that it is 1101 necessary
morning
,Yeeterilay
Tlw next rasvve in the cm*
Cage Continued.
ill law, prohibiting the sale of liquor to have a warrant to make the street, pick finolm diecovered that sow priSCMMOnt of the dehriquent officers. I, for lodge Evens tio refer the matOur
sit,oe
courts
should
,
Narks'
be traineit to learn
Rtwery resterdny .otitintwiti ito the bbath, is eonatitutional, tlitut Alld In closing says it is the opinion *irog., the night heport ryoeve
4
to Referee R. WI. illatrby, of the
%ARO? twin
Mali
he
*aft** treventing any saloons from remain.
tostkeopt court for title district. for
phorging Cherie"
tWsa. withl
(14%1 on Sunday,
Itteir court eitfhaLtoutihsevilleticlw111,atnploot
ilesitt1g iftorivroo
ll.hoilltt
he Ilw
:
t41 13e
taltr ellptieeer
ni
;1:11:
7
a:
14111h nlaolw
tniaPre
6ais
i
:
teitIn
y ali:gtnot'
t borfibaeryrni
:
sihnolf d odinetilication after Oneusitit la motenewatmOng the life t
i Holland
effect of this decision is to hying notified of the decision f the I L. WON/ budding "n "v"adwaY
The
the court and
%ergo% NW I•14er
be remedied, and I believe it la only tled to appear before
Handl- inalop the law operative in the future halter tribunal, do all in his power
h
not he
111OOnld
treatise
so*
iitin
ton itsolt 1404* IS
possibble to make the same eNtictual
honts through those men who were (Its lo aid the officials in enforcing the COURT ADJOURNS
hankroptcy Hh indebtinto
'meal
nueeittatt '11011
Mad wit% Miami by Judge *cane will pre he law.
FOR THE SUMMER. by providing penaltlee solely against edness is atone Woo. alvd sciets
elipsiing 44pr,
the bribe giver. As long as both
The opinion was dellvired by Judge
Ira.
troubled again unless they violate
!thou*. 'jou,:
putties to the corrupt transaction are
court
i4--The
June
Settle.
Vratilifort, ICY
the law any further,
lawyer Grogan paid the object of
liable
to
large
criminal proeecution so the petition it wall* to get set *Ads
bawled clown a
First amok
31 appeals
' ittst wont wee eroeuty diviOd "31 The opinion follows:
long will it be ilifIteult and next to semi" nvorogaires It 14 claimed Grew.
Jelityre,Itmery yeaferciay lasted tit iti
shu nor4opinion the ernatitutional. 11111%4 of 41.4/1"n
eti4n of wanting the writ but
"
nd Monday
adinurt"
Impossible
to obtain evidence agaiitst seitt eitimutted to certain favored crA.
in
the
until
third
reiteeday
mgin holding the law eonetil
.
either
party,"
(Oilneinued
Septembee,
Nile
nal ,
noes to Mem* *de *Me.
'
•
ilheto
. Iecostinued on Paso
t
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DIREE ItILLINI CASES
CONES UP FOR HEARIN'

DECEASED WAS VERY
STATE REVENUES GREATLY
AGED GENTLEMAN
INCREASED BY

TODAY THE LADIES
COMPLETE SHEIR BUSINESS

0111111
,
1•00

..•••••••.•

SCHOOL BOARD

1•••••,-

"•=111••••1.—

"Jr

PETIT OFFENDERS

41=•••••••....-,

•••••••••••••••••••••••••-•1

IIMI•••••••••••••••••••••••

BAR WEALTH

BANKRUPTCY

Judge McCann Knocked
Out By Court If Appeals

k

.0.1Iimmemw•

•

,'"Ooletro

otiro'Oellev,

SPRING CHAUTAUQUA OPENS
TODAY AT WALLACE PARK

FINED $25

I FILTH IN BEEF

fill IRMO

WILSON WOMAN HAS TO PAY INSPECTOR FRANK
L. HED. THIS SUM ON TWO CHARGES
RICK DECLARES THAT RATS
THE PROGRAME TEEMS WITH IMPORTANT 'SUBJEClo AND
RUN OVER FRESH MEAT.
PROSPECTS ARE FOR A VERY SUCCESSFUL GATHERING,
The Warrant Charging Rouse's Cow
CONSIDERLNG THIS IS THE FIRST OF THE CHARACTER
BY USING THE
With Running at Large Was Con- Workmen Are Uncleanly and Spit
EVER GIVEN HERE—DR. STANLEY KREBS COMES THIS
tinued Until Today.
on Floor—Nelson-Morris' Plant
MORNING FROM PENNSYLVANIA, WHILE MR. COPE, THE
Reveals Serious Conditions.
LADY WASHINGTON QUARTEETE AND OTHERS WILL ARYesterday in the police eourt
RIVE.
jtxlge Sanders fined Fannie' Wilson
Chicago, June 14.—Perry L. 111“1ff25 and costs for running a disorder•
rick, chief sanitary inspector, says
ly resort on West Court street. She
'zits are running over fresh meat and
Everything is ready at Wallace people always like the "pleasarit was then fined $to in
addition for men expectorating
on a floor civet
park for the spring chautauqua which fooling" of the magician.
being drunk and disorderly herself.
which parts of carcasses were later
Saturday
program
's
one
is
the
of
Cal
Riley
was
fined
opens this afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
$to and costs
best of the whole ten days Dr. Krebs for engaging in a fight with Ben dragged when he visited the plar.t
which time
President
John
S. will give the second
of Nelson Morris & Co. at the Union
of his series at Kimble while the latter was assessed
Stockyards yesterday.
Weecker will deliver the address of 10:30 a. m,
This report
$1 and costs.
of conditions in ?ackingtown
owel,come under the huge auditorium
Mr. Shaw and his corps of assistMurphy Harris was fined $to and furnished to Health Commissi
oner
tent which has beben erected near ants put - on the Iiiishing touches ccsts for being drunk and disorderly, Whalen
by. his chief inspector yesyesterda
y,
getting
me
auditorhuge
where the old opera house stood
There was continued until today terday afternoon.
before destruction by fire some years ium tent and smaller canvas affairs the warrant charging Y. D. Rouse
Nor did the inspector content hiirin nice condition, while the grounds with letting his cow run
ago.
at large oelf
with these two sensational
After Mr. Bleecker's remarks Dr were .placed in apple-pie order, and upon the public streets.
charges. He said the employes were
circumstances
Coleman, of the program committee. the conditions and
Violet Lee was fined $25 and sent unclean and the tables on which they
will deliver an address upon "What could not be more suspicious for an to jail for ten days on the charge worked were -in a filthy condition.
The Program Committee Tried to opening day, this afternoon, when the of getting drunk and disorderly out fre said the posts in one of the buildDo." Following this an outline of ten days of educational entertainment on Court street, she being a member ings were covered with grease that
the program and chautauqua in gen- starts.
of the soiled dove flock.
must have been nvottbs in accumulatThe affair has been well advertised
eral will be given by Mr. James H.
Mg and there were no facilities in
Shaw, one of the most extensive pro- and the promoters have every reason
some of the rooms for washing hands
moters over the entire country of to believe that the opening event
had the employes been so inclined.
for Paducah will be a success.
entertainments of this character.
Workmen Tramples on Table
Then he told of the methods by
At 2:45 o'clock a lecture on "Two
(Continued From First Page.)
Home Coming Day.
which the workmen secured fresh
Snakes In Eden" will be given by
The "Home Coming Day" for
first batch of twenty-five warrants supplies of meat when at their worir
Dr. Stanley L. Krebs who will ar- Paducah will be given
one day duragainst as many
rive this morning front Greenburg, ing the chautauqua,
shanty-boaters He said that one man in the meatnext Tuesday,
them with failing to pay cutting room was so eager to replenPs.
charging
June 15th, at which time a nice
011th license. These twenty-five will ish his supply that he climbed on the
At 7:30 p. m. the Lady Washing- arrogram will be rendered
. Hon. Hal be arrested
and after their cases dis table and pulled at the bulks of carton:_quarte Ott._ tittles. ay rare selec- S. Corbett is the
chief orator of the posed. of
casses until he Cad secured a quantthe others warranted.
tions, which will be greeted by many. day, and the selection
was a -timely
ity sufficient to keep him busy for
The quartette consists of four lady one, as he is
one of the most eloa tong while.
Fiscal Court
singers who arrive this morning at quent speakers in
this entire state.
The report of yesterday was the
Judge Ligthtfoot is still at Creal
t o'clock from Chicago to remain He talks Ot i o'clock
Tuesday after- Springs, Ill., sojourni
severest condemnation of the- methng,
ye'st'erand
through the entire ten days.
noon on `soid Kentucky Home," who
day telephoned Justice Emery to no- ods employed in the large packing
At '8 o'clock tonight Herbert Leon being a true-born Kentucki
an who tify the magistrates that the fiscal hotesee that has been mode in ChiCope, who comes in this morning has spent abroad
years that put him court would not meet
home of the industry
today as in- cago. the
from Chicago, will deliver a 'humor- in position to
.appreaciate the Ken- tended for the purpose
Heretofo
who have seen the
those
re
of
opening
ous lecture on '"Ilse Smile That tucky home, it is
needless to say his bids pot in by contractors wanting darker side of tile industry have been
Won't Come 'Off:"
•
remarks will be highly delighting to to 'erect the new county
poor farm those of a foreign city. The investi- 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Whoa, Children
Admitted
Free 'hose in attendance.
'
14111111
buildings. The plans had to be gaticnis conducted since tie seneaMAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISV
After Nil% Corbett finishes that changed somewhat by the architect tional stories of the. filth to he found
ILLE, KY.
Saturday.
a;ternoon Hon. Samuel Lancaster of and when this is completed the judo in the plant, have trroughe to light
The chautauqua people, thinking
Washington, D C, will deliver a will be notified so fie can come home litele of a sensational darn-ter. It
the event could be al special help to
lecture an "Good Roads." He is and call the court together to open is not to he supposed his entire reThe children of the county, have made
cennected with the United States the propositions.
port was devoted to the Went's that
Saturday free to all public school governm
liwteitior oar blig 231.11T
ent at the federal capitol and
have stirred the continenrs of the
0111FoRskort,
sbowl
moat
children, 16 years 0121 and under, of tours
111C
the country educating the peoYeLlIb
world.
There was a bright soot here
tlf. TIMM salS1371aelli
Some Pilfering.
:
el at liificiiii
1
BILLOW any other masufactarer or dilater in .
the county, and Stmday free to ple
the world,
on better roads.
rcrt Clerk Joe Miler keeps some and there as the inspector come
•
"
'Sunday sehool children of the county
from.v
•
DO NOT BUY A
During the morning a speech will of the court records in a small wood across a ronen that was provided with
It sal, Ana,
16 years old and under.
Or OS aicr kind e/ teems, sattl
have received owe complete Proe Cato.
be made by Charley Wheeler, a case in hie office room, arid not in suffioient light and *here sanitare
Sagan illustrating and
ecri7 kind or high-grade and lcw-grad.
The Saturday program will be lawyer
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and leant
of this city, while at some the vault. For the post few morn- conditions prevailed. But the greater
ot our remarkable LOU
and aramdartal mw..,.made possible by
very interesting to •tlse .01ilitren la
sellmg from factor,
of the report was far from cornhour yet to be set an address will ings on coming in he has noticed part
direct to rider with no middleman's peofts.
,.
, Mr. Cope is a great entertainer, and be made
OW INV ON &MINIM tothoat a era! **nil, Pay mt. Triplet's snit
by Col. W. J. Ham, the someone has been in the room the prime-Mary to those in charge of the
allow 10 Days Free That and make other liberal
Wassman the magician will certainly
terns• which no oche,
house in the world will do. You will learn everytAlag
"Snollygoster In Politics" speaker. night before rtimaging through th industry.
and get much vale
.-delight them.
able
Information by simply writing us a postal.
Mr. Re/beet Wass- Music, a 'barbecue
Packers
Faults.
Remedy
to
papers.
None.
been
have
missed
and
old
fashione
d
'We need a
In
every
man is one of the most enjoyable bran
town
and
ma offer an opportnniti
to make money
dance will be given during the however, hut to avoid repetition of 'Some good will kAirie ele visit Of
al
tMatirrr
oung men who apply at once.
magicians in Ow country, and tbs. nay.
the act the clerk is locking things se- the inspector. for the packers have
announced they will provide water
curely each night.
LI(
and kits of it ..sherever it is needed
presence. The fact that the common.50 per pair.
to esti* cleenlines and tiny will in NO CIO-EDUCATION OF
puiT—timl
wealth has no Tight of appeal in
,
3 Introdasoa
hl shovrer baths in thtoe depart- 1.
WHITES AND BLACKS.
We
pi osecutions under this statute ought
MAILS,
Will
TACI1
Sall
ments where the labor requires it
Off ALAS
You a Sample
to make the police court the IlaOrt
t119111 LI
Court of Appeals Decides Against Theo also have promised they will Pair tow Only
ouT
tHE Al
coreful to enforce it.
Nee there is no repetition of the un(cask WITH 0110EIS sena)
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Berea College on the Appeal.
of
gaze
NO
MORE
the
that
eights
clean
TROUBLE
met
FROM PUNCTURES.
Enforcing the Law.
Result
Frankfort. Ky.. June to—The court Hedrick. They have inotonted their making. of re years experience in tire
ity of Section toot, .Keastucky Slat-Not only is there nothing in the
No danger from THORNS.CACutee, is free from doubt. While it is way of the enforcenzent of the statute of appeals today reversed in part and foreman to see that all laborers keep TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS
Mottos Use Ude* rubber tread
.
present
apclean
an
and
thenweelv
es
"A" and potboiler* strips "IS"
Serious punctures like intentional knife cuts, can
true that no case in which the right 'by Police court, big prosecutions affirmed in part the ease of Berea
and .1)," also rim str* oil"
whol,. be vulcanized like,any
voted
dhall
pearance
that
be
other tire.
to prevareit rims rutting. This
to prohibit the sale of liquor on Sun- under it may also be proceeded with. college against the commonwealth
tiro will outlast any ether
Two Hundred Thausand pairs .ionw in salmi ass. Over
thy was involved, has recently been by indictment and trial in ttae crimi- from Madison county. Judge O'Rear some.
siablos-00P-T, RLASTIC andt
enventy-firs Tbousaad pairs sold last year.
BABY
=DIX U.
deliverin
the
opinion.
g
•decided by this court, because its nal division of the Jefferson circuit
The court
wpreORIP77411Na Made in ail sizes, It is lively and entry riding, very durable and
lined Muds
jurisdiction has been limited by stat- court. In addition, the county judge upholds the oonstitutionality of the Low Rates so
th •special quality of rubber.',Mich never becomes porous
C., and
and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters
from satisfied customers stating
utes to cases whose fines inflicted of Jefferson county and all justices lelgislatite act prohibiting the coReturn.
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in••rhole
season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire. the puncture resisting qualities being given by
must exceed $50. but before the en- of the peace of the city of Louisville education of whites and blacks, exseveral layers of thin. specially
On account of the conference of prepared fabric on the tread. That
"Holding
Back"
senaation
cont
mostly felt when riding on asphalt
acemeot of the preount seat:ides as .to ore by the constitution made con- cept section four of that act which the Young People's Misionary As- Or 'oft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which
squeezed out between the tire and the road timer:mermen:DE all suction.prevents ell air from being
oirisdiction, the constitutionality of servatore of the peace, and are ex is held to he unconstitutional. SecThe regular price of these
sociation at Asheville, N C., South- tiros tape)per pair, but for advertising purposes we are
making•special factory price to the rider
an ordinance of the city of Lexington tits statute and given jurisdiction to tion four says that a school or colof only Ie.ho per pair. All orders snipped acme day letter is received.
We
ern Railway will sell exc;:rsion tick- Ton
do
not pay•cent until you have examined and found them strictly ship C.0.1) on approval.
similar in terms and meaning to the enforce this statute and punish those lege might educate both whites and
as represented.
We will alUvr•wash discount of 5 per zent (thereby making the
Asheville at rate of one first
ets
to
04.85 per pair if you send
rum. CASH wrrm onus': and enclose this advertisement.price
'blacks, but the school for each color
statute, was upheld by this court in v.ho violate its provisions."
We
also send one nickel
class fare plus twenty-five cents for plated brass hand pump and jo !lampoon metal puncture closer, on fullwill
paid orders [the** men
McGowan vs. conemsnriwealtb(Setond "Thie sheriff, his deputies and cosi- ninst be twenty-five miles apart.
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes).
the round trip on June ao. 27 and 28 at
Tires to be returned
OUR
expense
If for any rowan they are not satisfactory on examination.
The effect of the decision is to with return limit of
Metcalf. Aline 4). flar Section 6t of qables of the county are also clothed
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as
July to, 1906.
in
•
bank.
itak
your Postmaster,
f.he constitution provides that !tolling wall the same powers possessed by knock out Berea college as a mixed
Banker, Express or Preight Agent or the Editor of this paper about
us. If you order a pair of
"The Land of the Sky" country is these tire'', you will
dad that they will ride easier. run faster. wear better,
therein shad! be construed to interfere policemen to make arrests for of- school. and it will have to be conlast
longer and tool(
Suer than any tire you have ever used or seer" at any price. We k no*
attractive at all times and especially that
that you will be to well pleased
when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want
voth or repeal any law in force re- finses against the statute.
ducted as a white school or a negro
you
to
send
us a small tried
at this season of the year. .The order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
lating to the sale of bquors, and
school, unless the United States su- glory of the natural surroundings is
bullt-up-whosla. Middles. pedals, parts and repaiz
miltu
t
rawaRAKESp everything
May Enforce Statote.
when the constitution ivies adopted
the bicycle line are *old by us at half th
preme court should reverse today's at is height. The Southern Railway 00ASn
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Writein
for our big RUN DRY catenate.
"It is maniftyt, thereTure, that by
the statute low then, as now, torbid
•oit.
traverses the banks of the French DO NOT WAff but Tert;.",:irp:fttterry. DO
t
opening of saloons or the sale of the employment of these various iniou
Brood river for many miles en route wonderful offers We are making. It only costs•postal to teal's%
:
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no
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r
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liquor on Sunday, this statute was sOnmentalities the statute may be BAILEY MAY OPPOSE BRYAN
Asheville
this
of
to
The
.
scenery
ecforced
,
and
equally
manifest that
t repealed ly the toloption of 'he
mountainous region and the delightful
the enfoncement will imposz only a 'Texas Democrat
constitution. .
emplimom.
ic Corrirr.i:tv. Re- temperature are unsurpassed.
reasonab
le
regulatio
n upon the sale
"There is no prov4sion eal the confuses to Indorse Nebraskan.
For further information, address
s ituri.o-. which surrenders the police of intoxicating bquors asst prevent
any
ticket agent of the Southern Raildesecrati
on
of the .Seibbath, which
posve• of the Vote
Austin, Tex., June 14.—The stato way or
the good .f society dentate& should
C. H. Hunger`Ird, D. P. A., No.
he observed as a day of rest and democratic executive committee at its
Seperese tiiiensea.
meeting last night refused to adopt 234 Fourth overlie': Louisville, Ky..
"The fact that there are two sepe- W orship.
oate offenses denounced by the stat"As to the question thus far dis- a resolution indorsing W. J. Bryan
Did you swallow your share of dust last
night? I have a full line d
THE PEEK-A-BOO.
urged
ute does snot make steeliest awe us- cussed in -this opinion the -members for president, the reason
oienstitutiseial The keeping on of of the court are fully Agreed; but aeainst such action 'being that Sena bar room on Sanday for the sale on the Questtyn of ,v-tre her the fra..n ator J. W. Bailey ma% be a candidate Fashions of the Fiji Island Belle
Also
of liquors is one offense; the act of dr.mits npplied for 'should be granted for that office. '
Populists Indorse Bryan.
selling the +other; and each sink Made tley are equally divided, three of
Since the cry over openwork host- etc., various ,grades and various prices.
Lincoln, Neb., June 14.--The popunit 'Sunday constitutes a separate of- them being Of the •opinion that ,the
fense, for wleteh a separate air-eat and court has the power ender the con- 1;st state committee, with twerrty-two 'cry, which begin with the merest
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
er•al may be bad. The retading of stlfution tie -sward 'Hee writ. :and out of ninety counties represented, in-pricks and has now come to a
tquore to two distinct persons at tho three of diem that it has not such informally indorsed Bryan's candidacy finish no thicker than a face veil, the
*same time 'and place constitutes twn oower, and therefore the writ it ,de- and calls a convention for August II matter of our national modesty has
had some fearful shocks in woman's
eitsiinict offenseth. A 'violation of ,•ee- tiled.
wear.
Grand opening Bin.
Von tom by keeping open on Sun- "1u_view of the _importance of the
But this is not all! Some genius,
ay for the sale of 'bettors, is not questions involfred, we haste expo's- - Ozark Hotet, toott Springs, Ill„—
The new management of the Ozark doubtless to 'beep pace with the
.?rtii, views as above indicated, too)
nrcessarilly a continuous offense. If
Bois nasal Elm
132 Saadi !Fourth s.., 323 Kentucky A-relive
e is aerested for keeping open on
oling that when tIte jedge of lie Notel, Creel Springs, LII., will give times, has introduced the openwork
oth
Senday morning, and, after giving t•ty court .is advised by this cori-t an opening ball and banquet on corset.
We now only await shredded lingLiii he returns and opens the second that the statute is constitutional, it Friday night. June to ren6, and extime on the same day, he has com- viii be his pleasure to enforce th teos2ls a hearty invitation to all the erie before the fashions of the Piji
Island belle are accurately followed.
ilaw and discharge his duty faithfully old and new patrons.
mitted two offenses.
MRS. DAN'I, HARKNESS, Prop. Law of the brown-tailed moth alcene
No Ground for McCann'. Dedsion, In upholding the mayor and police of
can save usl—Hopkinsville New Era.
there is no ground upon which the city in their efforts to do so."
(7.sicor .orat•Q
actors," remarked the talk-to rest the contention that there
•ativr hoarder, "seem to think they
First Burglar—Did Bill git much
could be no arrest for the violation
"Procratination is a dangerous thing can't get too
General Cartage Business,
far front on the bill- not uv dat last burglary?
of the statute in question except up- 'n business,
isn't it?" said the young board" "Yes,"
t a warrant sworn out before
like
Second
some
'Burgla
other
r—No.
peoHe got so
the man who is anxious to learn.
ple who believe they can't get too ,little dat his lawyer advised him ter Superior Facili
judge of the city court, or that he
ties for
Office
"I should say so," answered Dustin far back on
the hoard bill."—Philadel- 'plead guilty,—Jodge
could in his discretion refuse to is,,gtax.
"You don't know how thank- phia Ledger.
Handl
ing
Freigh
Machi
t.
nery
2nd and Monroe
site the warrant. Any peace officer
ful I am that I made my pile before
may, without a warrant, make an atthe
But
/
coat
House
and
doesn't
hold
make
the
Goods
.
Both 'Phones
all that Ohre for inv'es'tigation startOnly few people make good in an man—not even a coat of tar and
Wet for an offense committed in his ed
in."—Washington Star.
emergency.
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members of the council did in one S. P. POOL.
week what Paducah has been trying
to do for a year—forced the Cumberland to buy a franchise. It is said
feeling runs so high that a great
SAME many of the
TO BE DESTROYED IS THE BEING TAKEN AT NEW OR- PEOPLE
HAVE THE
subscribers will not let
PLAN AIMED AT IN CHANGE
TROUBLE
CUM- their 'phones be replaced, as they
WITH
THE
LEANS AGAINST OUTBREAK
feel that the Cumberland forfeited BOTH 'PHONES
OF RULES.
BERLAND TELEPHONE COMOF YELLOW FEVER.
their good opinion by cutting out NO. no
PA.NY.
the 'phones.

SPEAKERS'POWER PRECAUTIONS

EVERYWHERE

--r#.4411111,4

L. O. STEPHENSON.

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO

•9

UNDERTAKERS AND:EMBALMERS.
203-205 S. THIRD ST.

•Muderwood of Alabama Favors SeInspection Every
House-to-House
BIG VAUDEVILLE SHOW
lection of Committees by House
Fortnight and Every Case of Sick_ Especially Where it Has no CompcAT
THE
KENTUCKY.
Instead of Speaker.
tition—Repo
Cities.
rts
Other
From
nes, Closely Investigated.
Owing to a slight tingle in book'rig Manager Roberts has been able
Washington, June 14.—Democrats
One who reads any number of to secure for one prformance only,
New Orleans, June 14.—As a prein congress will go to the country at caution against possible
yellow fever newspapers is very forcibly impressed Saturday afternoon one of the best
the November election with a formal outbreaks
in this city the state and ‘‘ith the fight the people are corn- vaudeville organizations touring the
protest against the rules of the house
rity boards of health announce that peiled to make aga.tist the Cumber- country, embracing the services of
:Of representatives which endow the sixty city blocks are now under a land telephone Co., and especially in i the following well known artists—
speaker with the extraordinary pow- searching
system of inspection and cities *here that company Iris no'Trask and GlIadden—Clever excentric
ers which have earned for him the that those
portions of New Orleans competition, says the Morganfield !singers and dancers, Mlle. EmmaCottitle of Czar.
i elly, America'sforemost lady juggler
outside of this closely guarded sec - (Ky.) Sun.
n ..:.-zent back by democrats of tiun Lre king
WE AT-“7, NOW STTOWING TT-IE PrFT VALUES IN
Giles W. Harrington, in songs and
ovLr
:mist
fight
&,e,:ms
the
that
same
It
WALLPA•
prominence, D. A. .DeArmond and 4.o-operation
stories; Miss Bessie Rabb,. female kk-te
of every physician in be made everywhere: v
•
.Chanip Clk, of Missouri, Oscar W. the
baritone vocalist; A. Von Groffe
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE
city with the health boards.
At Bardstown the Cumberland Co.
HAVE TO
Underwood, of Alabama, Charles
The sixty blocks under especial has been ordered to remove all its equilibrist; Collins and LaBelle in a OFFER YOU.
-Towne and Bourke Cockran of New s mervision are those
in which thz poles and wires from the streets and whirlwind comedy boxing act, and a
'York being leaders, probably will reyellow fever epidemic originated or alleys of the town. The Bardstcwn series of new life motion pictures.
tinet=tatt===paatati
'suit in a meeting of the democratic was
In offering the above attraction,
worse last summer. Each house Standard says:
house caucus at which resolutions
For the next few days Wallpathe management guarantees to the
in this district is visited/ by inspecper
will be adopted condemning the pres- tors
that is usually sold elsewhere
city
meeting
the
of
called
lovers of refined vaudeville, a strictly
at least once every two weeks, "At a
ent rules and proposing a reform
at
ao
cents per roll, we will sell for
Cumnight
the
Thursday
council
last
class
first
the'r duties including enforcement of
performance in every rewhich will be radical in nature and
15c per roll.
:he law that all cisterns shall be berland Telephone and Telegraph spect.
which aims to deprive the speaker
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
screened and general sanitary regula- Company was ordered to remove its
of his powers by taking from him
telephone poles and wires from all EVERYBODY LIES
sell for Sc.
tions.
the right of apointing committees.
the strets and alleys of the town.
.
se
.11
..P
aa
t per
sc. usually sold at 8c we will
Other Inspectors.
BUT ROOSEVELT.
This plan, if it is ever carried int)
A second set of inspectors in this ;The city authorities say the company
effect, will make the speaker of the
same district watches and reports 'has no franchise. The action taken
We carry a large and complete
house a presiding officer, a mere modThe following is taken from the
every case of sickness no matter what is the result of a raise in the rate on
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
-erator. The office will then be com;ts nature and makes an attempt to many telephones from $1 to $1.65 :n speeches and writing of President
and Window Shades in all colors.
parable to the office of speaker of
discover the contributing causes to private residences. The authoritiss Roosevelt:
A large line of roofing and buildthe house of commons. The imporThe liar is no whit better than the
claim that the residence phones ran
the disease.
ing
papers, canvass and tacks.
tance of the latter is contrasted
Miosiquitoes especially are uncle he profitably furnished at $1 per thief.
the importance of the speaker in our continuous observation.
::=2
========
In several month and business phones at $2 it puts a premium on knavery un--c;wn congress when it is remembered cases where
deaths have occurred ;nstead of $1.65 and $2.75, the price truthfully to attack an honest man
that the present house- of commons, ithin the
sixty blocks microscopi- caarged at present, and that Leban- or even with hysterical exaggeration
having an enormous liberal majori4
cal examinations of mosquitoes have on, Shelbyville and many other to assail a bad man with untruth.
recommended a conservative
for been made by the city
The men who with stern sobriety
towns of the state are furnished the
board
speaker
llealth in search for the stegomyia. Si and $2 rates, and there is no rea- and truth assail the Riany evils of our
The plan of revision of the rules the mosquito which
is believed to on why 'Bardstown should not have times • * * • are the leaders.
as proposed has been long discussed.
In the long run the most unpleascarry yellow fever. In one case as these rates also."
but its details have been worked out inany
ant truth is a safer companion than
as fifty dead mosquitoes were
Elkton
A recent telegram from
by Representative
Underwood of examined with this object in view
a pleasant falsehood.
tells of the trouble them "The Gum
il•rmingham, Ala.
You can pardon most anyvhing of 44064.
after they had been gathered from a bcrland Telephone
I ai I
I
I ;'W I M3/3p-3>,,,;.••1?•.,-;•Aii>;81>gii,),0A34,
Company
has
1)11/0
It is proposed that the house shall house which had
a
man
who will tell the truth, because
been fumigated. changed its tactics and agrees now
elect the members of the committee
you
know
where that man is; you
The city board or health reported to buy a franchise to operate in this
on rules, this committee to consist of
know what he means.
that no stegomyia were found.
council
week
city
the
city.
Last
fifteen members instead of five, 24
If anyone lies, if he has the habit of
A special health map, colored in passed an ordinance imposing a fin:
now constituted. Ten are to be of
red, yellow and green, is kept at the of $5o to $too a day for every day it untruthfulness, you cannot deal with
the majority party and five of the
city health office lo indicate the con- cperated without a franchise. The ! him, because there is nothing to deminority, each party selecting its own
ditions daily reported by the inspec- Cumberland company at once closed pend as.
men in caucus to be confirmed by a
Truth-telling is a virtue upon
tors and the precautions taken.
its exchange and began taking out
vote of the whole house.
wisioh we Should not only insist in
instruments. The Home company
Naturally Apprehensive.
The committee of rules as thur
tbe schools, and at home, but in busi-constituted would nominate the memin the scheme for protection of at once got busy and began hurry- ness and in politics as much.
bers of all other committees, the di- those sections outside of the sixty :ng up the construction of its plant,
The business man or politician who
vision between the majority and hocks the city board of health has now under way. On Tuesday the does not tell the truth cheats, and
minority membership to continue as prepared a blank to be filled out by Cumberland sent a representative to for the cheat we should have no use
agreed upon, and the house would physicians in case of the death of Likton, who agreed to buy a fran- in any walk of life.
vote upon these nominations.
ratierrts. It is accompanied by the chise, stipulations and all, and at
I do not believe in a bluff; I feel
•once began putting back the rhones about a nation
This plan include, the system of following explanation:
as we all say about
electing comittees as it obtains in
"At this time we are naturally es- iroved out.
a man; let him not say anything he
the senate, where the steering corn- pecially apprehensive and anxious to
The telephone situation ha beer cit.nnot make good, and having said
in.ttees of -the two parties nominate discover early cases of yellow fever, sery interesting, with frequent meet- it, let him make it good.
the members of all committees and if any occur, and we, therefore arc ings of the council. The business
Nothing can make good citizenship
the committees are then elected by including in our investigation all men, almost to a man, stood by the in men who have not
got in them
the senate.
cases of reports which reach this of- council, and agreed to do without courage, hardihood, decency, sanity,
To Destroy Speaker's Machine.
service until the new plant could he the spirit of truth-telling and truthfice only as death certificates."
This plan would destroy the hous•
The city attorney and seeking.
Several cases suspected to be yel- installed
machine as it has grown up under low fever have already been reported
the present rules, and would substi- to the health authirities this year.
tute for it another machine. But the Latch of these has been examined
roponents of the plan say the new one or several times by the state
Office'106 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
machine would be much more trac- board of health, acting in conjunction
We are putting in Factory Lin es of Carbon Papers; Type Writer
table and much less able to defy the %vith a committee of three local phyreal will of the membership. Then, slc'sns. These examinations have re - Papers, etc. To close out our presetnt stock we ocier the
following
Always, if the rules committee became stilted in each case in finding that goods at the prices quoted for Jun e delivery only:
too bold and too tyrannical, the rules the disease was not yellow fever.
Carbon Papers at.
$1.25, $2.00 and $2 so
may he suspended by a two-thirds
Worth $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 per box.
-vote. On such occasions the speaker
HOW INDIANS cT-rE CORN
would have much power restored to
Type Writer Paper, at
65c, $1 oo and $1.5o
,him for the time being.
Worth coc, $1.35 a nd $2.co per ream.
Interesting
Process. IFialch is the
The 'speaker with his rules com•
Arnolds. Cartters and Sanford, Ink per quart 45c. Worth 65c.
trUttee as now constituted is the abso•
Women
Work
of
and Girl&
4,.
Knickerssocker Covers at 40c per moo. Worth 6o °cents
bite master of the house. Nothing
Long shallow ditches are made in
can thwart his will short of party
NEVER AGAIN AT THIS PRICE.
revolt, and any member thinks twice the ground and filled with dry *ood
or thrice before he braves the certain which is set on fire. In the meancondemnation that comes to a bolter time the young maidens are busy pickand the punishment which the speak- ing the tenderest corn and if faithful
er metes out to all who have re- to duty, soon return with bags filled
with the long ears, says the Southern
belled against the party whip.
Under the rules of he house, free Workman.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
A mother impatient at the tardiness
debate and free action have become
Impossible. Freedom is given to the of her daughter, calls: "To-dae-win,
members only
upon unimportant who arc you so sipwl" "I'm coming!"
answers a girlish 'oice from the furmeasures, or on questions about th:
THE BEET STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
fate of which there is not the
,1;er
end of the field but she does not
slightBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON BXPOScome. Again the mother calls: "Vie
PADUCAH REA1, ESTA''x. WESTERN KENTUCKY mull BAn
est doubt.
URE
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beMONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. virsTERN
If the question is a delicate one, fire is ready, why don't you hurry?"
come dark and discolored.
the speaker and his committee bring "I'm coming!" shouts the maiden.
KENTUCKY REAL PSTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
in a special rule. The rule limits de- There is a rustling of the leaves of
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
bates, prevents the offering of amend- the stalks and she does really come;
a:DC*4 W. WMITTEMOIRALI. Psixtuks-ek.
ments, hinds the house hand and foot she starts to tell a tale of excuse, but
a
end the 'crack of the party whip is the mother quickly empties the bag,
first heard on the vote on the pre- ,• ving no heed to the story, and bevibus question, upon which motion ms TO- reirove The outer layers of
SOLE /MEAT, 160e TRIMBLE- BT., PADucAn,
there may be but forty minutes of husk from the ear. Then she places
them in a row on the live coals in the
debate.
In this congress the committee on ditch and turns them over with a
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerrules 13 composed of the speaker, sick.
When
the thin layers of husk are
Messrs. Dalzell, Grosvenor, Williams
and Dearmond. The two democrats scorched the woman with her stick
are merely nominal members. They deifitly tosses the ears out of the
Office Phone 369.
have the honor to be the first demo- ditch. In the meantime the daughter
Residence Phone 726
crats informed of what other mem- continues her task with more or less
bers of the committee have decided delay, until a sufficient quantity of
the house shall do. They protest corn is gathered for the day's work.
and kick, and kick and protest, but After the roasting of all the ears the
•
to no avail. If the next house should srorched husks are removed and the
3 Horse power Motor.
he democratic and the old rules grains of corn are separated from the
z 5 Horse Power Motor.
should be adopted, then the republi- cob by the use of the sharp-edeged
I 5
/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
cans would be protesting as loudly shell of the fresh water mussel. The
/ 8 Horse Power Motor.
againct the iniquity of the machine grain is then spread on skins and put
zo Horse Power' Motor.
11 as
the democrats do now, and the out in the sun to dry. The corn
I 200 Light Dynamo.
OFFICE PHONE 484-a
RESIDENCE PHONE 3ss
machine doubtless would be as ruth- prepared in this manner is called
sweet corn by the Indians. Enough
less in the hands of John Si
•
iis
sWlcured in this way to last the famliams as it is under the dominatio.,
ily a whole season.
cf Uncle Joe Cannon.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway

I
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Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.

INSURE WITH -

L. L. BEBOUT

Some Bargains In Office Supplies

General Insurance Agency

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

Harbour's Book Department.

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

We have on hand
For Sale:

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 .Fraternity Building

FOREMAN BROS

The world extends the glad hand
—Trade your old bicycle. !a and to the lucliy..man, but all it hands
get a new
one from Williams' the victim, of tough luck is a4 little
Bicycle Co.
cold water.—Chicago News.

Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.

Mattil,Efingere Co.
Undert"kers and Embalmers,
130 S. THU
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Thee :court record of Judge Red- 1,resume every citiztn who (nay want,
the facts proven and the law enforced
wine as revealed iby the confessions
wees, with the statement made in
of the Breathitt county assassins is the communication we published this
NAMES E. WILHELM, President. such as to not inspire in th.e.....PeoPle morning that this case should not be
a confidence in the man. Redwine is tried in Breathitt county. Judge
3OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Secretary.
WILHELM.
ROBERT S.
the man that Jim Hargis recom- Hargis is entitled to a fair and im(Chicago Examiner.)
as a man upon partial trial; the commonwealth is
Gobiel
to
mended
The franchise grabbing corporations of Chicago are in absolute conPUBLIeliEle ear THE
entitled to a fair and impartial trial.
whom he could rely to do his bidtrol ef the city council.
be
to
should
transferred
case
The
REGISTER Ne.'sYSI'APER CO.
ding as chairman of the infamous that county in which both the defendWe are in an era of franchise stealing that is more infamous THAN
(armor-coveted) _
.
Redwine ant and the state
WAS THE CONDITION SEVERAL YEARS AGO WHEN THE
Miusic Hail tutu.,settiOn.
such.a
PEOPLE OF CHICAGO CALLED AT THE CITY HALL WITH
The indictment of Judie
At Register Buttering, 523 Broadway. presided, arid the people of Kentucky trial.
ROPES.
stoffice of PaduEntered av th
know too atoll .of hs 'contemptible Hargis for the assassination of Dr.
cah, Ky., at second-class mail matter.
All the franchise robbery is being done under the forms of "eminent
of
confession
Jett
Curt
the
and
Cox
conduct on that disgraceful occasion
respectability."
the keenest interest
revived
have
$5.eio When Redwine was repo-elated'by the .n the Breathitt connty murders. For
One Year
An electric light ordinance was passed a few days ago that will, una.eo people of his district for reelection the sake of future peace in 'Breathitt,
Six Months
less vetoed, put Chicago at the mere y of a lighting monopoly.
1a5
Three Months
Jim Hargis went to Frankfort and, for the sake of the whole mountain
Consolidation of two companies was permitted which gives the moao
One Week
with the aid of. the Frankfort ma- .iection, for Kentucky's reputation, nopoly a franchise for fifty years.
the case must be so tried as to
The rates are not materially reduced and the people get a bagatelle
Anyone failing to receive this paper chine, another judicial district was
admit of no just criticism of either
to
judge
matter
appointed
'Redwine
in the way of compensation.
the
report
created and
regulartly should
judge or jury. Both will be subThe Register office at once. Tele- by Beckham. Now Jim Hargis is
With this ordinance passed the new Edison company can sell fifty
jected to the glare of publicity. The
318.
Cumberland
phone
of stocks and bonds at par.
millions
in
complicity
for
tinder indictment
reputation of Judge Lewis justifies
the telephone company is about to get a franchise. It is about
testiNow
the
and
asoassinations
the prediction that he will so preside
three
it
get
to
for nothing.
all
as
questionsaud
to
Reddecide
so
de'
placing
is
witnesses
mony of
You
know
that your telephone hills are excessive, but your council
in
is
he
which
respec:
the
serve
When
light.
wine in an uneniviable
is not making any effort to get for you a material reduction.
now held, and the jury selected must
By Expert, Graduate Optician
deto
The Register had: the courage
be of such 'a character that its verout to bind you for an indefinite period in the coils of a teie
It
is about
t true
convention,
notince the Music Hall
Thursday Morning, June is, 1906
diet will command the confidence of
phone
Redwine and the rest of the gang. IT the state,
The telephone company has a "yellow dog" fund and "yellow dog"
was assailed, ;boycoued and maligned
funds are powerful allies in getting franchises.
Different Kinds of Assassins.
but it is still here to see the truth THE RETURNING PRODIGALS
A- few months ago the gas trust got a franchise through the counThe Breathitt county an
cil and also prevented a cut in the price of gas to 75 cents.
(Louisville Post.)
confessions make it plain that tint prevail, and also to have the satisposition vinsii
The electric light trust got what it asked for.
county has been cursed by a set of faction of seeing its
Kentucky would prefer to keep her
gas trust got what it attired.
cated
The
lured
if
suns
by
but
away
home,
at
blood-thirety aseasins.
Any nian
the ambition they seek or make their
people
Register
the
gave
telephone
The
company is in a fair way to get what it asks for UNThe
who dared to. oppose that cross ii
LESS YOU BEGIN TO MAKE A FIGHT.
homes elsewhere, she welcomes them
1899.
in
facts
forfeited his life by being the vichome again, with an open door and
And unless the peorde watch Col. Bliss and his fellow traction lawtim of an assassin's bullet.
Men
an open heart.
yers will get a street car franchise that will give all the old companies e
The entire state of Kentucky is
the gang c-ould not use were driven
new life and a grip on every street in Chicago.
Ours is an empire-building race.
from the county or murdered and to be congratulated over the deci
The city council has escaped criticism and watching for several
They go forth, not crowded out, but
their widows, and orphans left te sion of the court of appeals in sus- Impelled by an instinct for growth in
months because of beef trust and freight rate agitation.
starve. Men, through fear of that taining the Sunday laws. For years power, by a thirst for adventure, by
•`1
While not being watched the council and the franchise grabbers got
together and proceeded to farm out all the privileges and franchises
gang of cutthroats, bowed their heads past everytinie a city began a cru a longing for bettering conditions for
Chicago has.
httore them and never had the cour- sadle for the enforcement of the law all lcoole.
We see much in histories of the
It gives the comThe electric light ordinance should be vetoed.
age to defy dani. but rather aced arid especially against the sale of
nothing.
city
the
of
and
growth
everything
population
crowding
pany
out
the part of the craven. Such were liquor on Sunday, certain liquor inthe more adventurous that they might
The telephone ordinance should be killed as it is now written
the condition's in Breathitt. county. terests would try to run a big bluff
find room enough elsewhere.
The
And the framers of the street car agreement should be watched like
hawks
In some of the other countie, in by saying they would fight the case fact is that the. races which have sent
Kentucky are other kinds if assas- in court and that the law would be out the most homeseekers are the
The gas, electric light and telephone franchises are easily worth Sipe
nations which have increased most
sins. They are what might be term- declared tutecmstinsticm al.
000,000, and this city council is turning them over to the corporations
at
rspidly
home—excepting Ireland.
ed commercial assassins.
VV/ell, they have bad their tight
without safeguarding the interests of the city or the rights of the peopie
Germany has increased in populaIn their respective communitiea and the question of liquoi selling on
And it is all being done so quietly and so "nicely" that the people are
tion at a great rate, just at the time
they endeavor to dominate all men Sunday has been settled for all time that she has sent her strong sons to
not aware that they are bring sold into slavery—THEIR JOINT
MASTERS BEING ALL THE PUBLIC UTILITY CORPORATIONS
They have their to come in this state. The law is Lip- i.epulate and possess other qiiarttirs
and enterprises.
OF CHICAGO.
NEWhired spielers abroad to watch and taki and now the thing to do is to of the earth. Great Britain has made
her great colonies integral parts 31
hoe what is going on; they sit in obey the law.
her empire, but the British isles tothe background and give orders
0.:y sustain
population which- a
OLD"Men are gotten into their power
That fel'ow 'eal'eaista who is now tandred years ago would have seemthem
make
through favors and they
police court jute of Louisvile is ed impossible. The migrating wpay dearly. If they want anything either too ign ,- too much a ele are strong abroad and strong at
.
are opposed, the fiat goes forth traitor to public
to longer hold home.
Kentucky has given her best blvod THE FOLLOWING LETTER TO A WELL KNOWN GENTLEbe
te "kill off" tehat man—he must
the office.
I-3 the upbuilding of the souris_asid
MAN IN THIS CITY FROM WATER WORKS ENGINEER AT
hopnekii, boycotted and denounced;
lie pretended to be a very learn west;; first in the conquering wiliweJACKSON, MISS., WILL GIVE SOME IDEA AS TO THE COST
a systematic conspiracy is formed to ed judge and gave out a lengthy ments, first in the settlements af.lbew
OF A WATER PLANT.
enalli him out of business if P°s- opinion annulling the law of Ken- lands, she has given, but she ha*
sit* and he made to pay the 1en2ItY Welly and was beautifully reversed lost her 50/111, for they ate he
Ulysses, the avatederiag
sea
Water Company's plant by the city.
They furnish by the six appellate judges on every
Jackson, Miss., June 4, 1906.
I
of t4ier displeasure.
'he
of
Ulysses
Tenniserflearrt
type
Meridian's population is probably
the t1ney for elections and by a dis- point. We do not know who wrote (if the Kentuckian; only the Cir•-ek Uler S.r
and,
about the same as Jackson's, but the
June
of
favor
your
to
Replying
play Of their power surround them- the opinion, but if MetC..ann did not was a sea wanderer, the Kent iskian
is more compact and the mains
town
has
Miss.,
Jackson,
1 would say that
selves with servile tools who stand then it must have been written by being filled with a land longii g:
engaged our firm to de•ign and hav been put in on economical lines;
"I am become a name
ready to aid there in robbing the Aaron Kohn. a lawyer who has done
supervise the construction of a new comprising *me 17 miles of pipe,
people. . It is the (feeler they are more to melte law a farce in I-tee:- For always roaming with .t lmun4rj Municipal system of water works, weighing ateiestaeaoo tons, with tso
heart.
but the necessary two-thirds of the fire hydrants, three pumps with daily
after, and to eleeol with the man or vale than all the other lawyers put
Much have I seen and known-reties
qualified electors failed to vote at capacity of iya and see million galmen who stand in the way. Hargis together. Louisville ehould got rid
of men
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
.ecent election, though, of those Ions; tht. supply is from springs, colthe
and his gang, in Breathitt, hod them- of its McCann arid Kohn.
And manners, climates, councils &I.,cover
reservoir
earth
an
in
lected
for
witted
one
so
eix
who did %Nita
ernments,
selves elected to office and posed as
it. The matter will come up again ing about 29 or eo acres, flowing
Paducah
Myself not least, but honored of them
j
The point raised by the
pillars in the church; no enrterprise
as there is a very strong I cling for thence to the filters and pumpe
ARE GOOD. OUR
municipal ownership and the fran• alter filtration into the mains. This
coukl flourish in teat 'county without Water Company in.. claiming a tne•
There has been much to do here
been the subject of long
their satiation. So it is with the chanics lien on water furnished a dis- at home, and as the returning prodi- chise of the present compa.iy will ex- plant has
which the city claimed
in
litigation
years,
two
about
in
tillery and used in the manufacture gals may see, it has not all been left pire
commercial assassins.
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWfcrfeiture of franchise and contrac'
than
more
be
will
system
Jackson's
For the filler,of respectability they of whiskey, is a novtl one. Under undone. The Kentucky of the '705
and
PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
pressure
BERRY,
fire
inadequate
from
the
populausually expensive, for 25,ce,o
CHERRY,. IS BETTER.
Invade their cburchies and various the law governing liens the company has been changed, not as mteth tion from several local cenditions. impure water furnished. The courts
organizations, and pow as progres- has grounds for at'aching the pro- changed as in some respects ;se The suplly is from Pearl river, taken decided in favor of the city, though,
would like, but changed greatly for
was
sive nien. when in truth, in -I cowrie r- ducts in which water furnished by :t the better. If in some things we at a distance of about two mile,. 'during the litigation the plant
system
a
adding
by
improved
!greatly
cial way, they follow the tactics of was used and not paid for, and by have come short of our purposes or pumped through a large main to set•
allowed to flow of filters and laying larger mains.
the age-emanation crowd in Breathitt. ;the same lein of reasoning is also ha of your expectations, 'remember that thing basins, then
pump- I The city and the company+ are now
and
filters
the
throngh
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
But like that gang, the day will come the right to prosecute its claim for we have been deprived of your ser. ming the details of the purchase
cd into the mains; this double pump • icura
TZL. /54.
vices
and
your
advice.
the
If
work
swep
power
their
is
which
fmd
$25o.000,
will
for
'Then'they
cost,'ot the plant
water in the whisky purchased and
done by Kentuckians at St. Louis ing arid filteration adds to the
o
not
only,
value
physical
the
on
fit-besed
will
courage
and
from them. eilien with
individuals;
by
consumed
had been done 'n Louisville, not St. the cost of getting the water and
NOTIOL
The the caring value.
come to Ilee front. strip the mash look to them for the value of the Louis, but Louisville, would have tering it tieing over $60o,000$60o,000
some
of
service
be
may
data
This
town is not compactly built, requirfrom their faces and in plain langu water in the whiskey drank by them. been the second city of the west. List of new subscribers added by
though it is
unusually long mains, the total to you in your inquiry,
ing
tha
people
the
Not altogeth-r without reproach
East Tennessee Teleehone comthe
age eta facts before
cost
ihe
estimate
to
practicable
36 miles. with 3Po fire not
Some of the newepapers bowl for then is the welcome of the old state be'ng abbout
pany today;
works
water
will make them sweat like the gang
for
requirements
noetbe
far been
to the expatriated generation, who hydrants; the plans have so
another.
now langisithing in Breathitt's jail the enforcement of the eaves, and
2667—Acker, C. G., Rec., teat liata
the insurance require- for one town from those of
meet
to
made
return
a
for
season
to
renew
old
Vin the rison.
differences
those
a,
the
by
shown
enforced,
bon
are
laws
be
the
must
when
In this cmintry a Irian
no main in busibe
there
that
men's,
sociations, old ties, old ideals. We
mentioned. No doubt Pa'
2785—Cecil, R. E., Res, Cr 19th
est and square. If he is not, he mud very papers protest. The Laws are are still one people with con mon ness district less than to inches and two towns
its own local conditions and Tenn.
has
dticah
twelve
hydrants
time
any
from
twelve
every
that
i
and
people.
ago
Whole
years
the
Three
for
pay the penalty.purposes and a common desery
would govern the plant and
V. hiCh
26,47—Christmas, Maude, Res., aoo
(Alt• The distinction of states fades sihew- streams can be at one time throw',
the people of Breathitt never thought it is enforced it affects some
cost
for construction. So great sl onroe.
os
hythe
at
lbs.
75
of
pressure
a
with
ly. not more front material than
it is not
that in so short a while they would viz; the man who violates it.
2685—Clark. Ike., Rea., 722 S. 7th.
these are exacting require- ere these differences that
from
patriotic influences. Kentuck- drant;
crow'
that
arid
Callahan
see Hargis.
203--Diggs, H. C., Res.. icree.
mains, the I; s:4e to go very for with the prepalarge
for
call
and
merits
inns once, men remain always KenThe Hargis Case.
approp- Clark.
stripped of power and brought he
about . 4(xxi tons of I n-lions, nen wi h fixing the
tuckians. Here they are at home, tonnage bein-g
Herald.)
(Lexington
the local
of
study
a
until
nation,
con2739—Floyd. Ruehen Res., pao te.
murde
but
large.
several
are
justice,
There
fore the liar of
We publish in other columns of with a home welcome. There is a PiPe'
conditions has been made and a gere St h.
Hospital
Insane
State
the
sinners,
will out.
this issue a communication from one welcome
aother-eommodettee telephoneSo it is with men' who resort to cf the leading citizens of Nastern tor those who stay and good will for
requiring liberal meet them. This should be consider- service should be paid for according
railroads,
and
mills
dishonest methods in carrying on Kentucky, expressing the vie4 that al: who in any field or anyitere pumping; the plans are for two five ed in your preliminaries, if not al- to its worth and value.
their business—for .a few years they the case of the commonwealth vs. have kept the old name free 'From million gallon pumps of good effic- ready done.
We have in the City over 3,0e0
the murder of Dr. the taint of greed or of disloyalty.
If I can be of further service 'o subscribers or five times as many as
rimy exercise some power and seem James Hargis for
cost is not yt well deThe
'ency.
Cox should he transferred to Estill
t• 'mined, but will be about $325.000 you, I shall be glad to have you call the Independent Co.; onside of the
to prosper, atrtaile *et t! they must
county. We are not familiar enough HERBERT VREELAND FOR
upon me and to furnish any avail- city and within the county we have.
or $350,000.
pay the penaltyl
with the viola counties to which
SDCRETARY OF STA-1-.1 During the past two months I have able information.
6.1 times as many elibscribers as the
lie refers to have any judgment as
truly,
Yours
Independent Co. Yet we will place
for
appraisers
two
of
one
as
seived
So much encouragement has bete!
to the accuracy of his statements.
KIRKPA•TitiCK.
G.
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telephone in your residence at the
t
the
the
of
purchase
Meridian.
Miss,,
Another big fight is on in Chicago
given
Herbert Vreeand, the present
But we know him and have great
same rate the Independent Co. is
It is between the corporations and respect for his opinion and entire active and progressive young Comsnpposed to charge and provide is
the people. The looters of the pub cvnfidence in his veracity and fair- missioner of Agriculture, to offer;
ary, although opposed by the two addition, long distance
facilities
benefit
little
very
of
himself
been
again
had
which
as
a
a
for
candidate
$150,003,
worth
ness. He has had ample opportunity
lie are after grants
state office, that after mature con- to them, and it is refreshing to the prominent candidates, who made which will enable you to reach fifty
to
in
'have
conditions
and
people
the
know
to
Ohicaga
coo, The people of
sideration he has decided to become Democrats of Kentucky when they most vigorous campaigns. Mr. Vree- million people from your home.
acquaintance
fight at every turn and no wonder all the counties of Eastern Ken- a candidate for secretary of stated find public setvants who devote all land has a personal
300 for further information.
tucky by long acquaintance, and his
It certainly looks; like he has won for Their time and thought to fulfilling probably not surpassed by any other
they became so exasperated ten years
resire is to have the law enforced in
in Kentucky, extending EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONIC
ago that they went to the eity 'hat that region and the crimes which himself the backing of the farmers the dirties of their office with en- young .man
COMPANY.
hundres in every on
and
scores
to
of Kentucky for whatever he 'may ergy and intelligence.
with ropes and threatened to hang a have been committed stopped. From
the youngest of of the 119 counties in Kentucky. II
is
in
and
seek,
Vreeland
efhis
;Mr.
of
reeognization
ilow aldermen. When men elected to Pill we have heard of Judge Lewis h. forts in their behalf since his election the present state officials, and until is a ;brother of John W. Vreeland poodent foe the Courier-Journal at
Home Frankfort.
reprowart the people prove traitors is an excellent lawyer and an hon- at State Commissioner thousands of the last state election had never been publisher of the Farmer's
they are entalltede to no sere.'consid- eet, fearless man. Ile has just been. them have 'aged 'him to offer for an - a candidate for office. Although it Journal, and at the head of tie' The Democratic nominations amappointed to the bench and so has for other state office, since the'con- was his first appearance he won his Democratic' executive committee ln ateie ollelees will .be made again by
eration than traitors in time of war.
nett as yet .von a reputation as a stitution makes him ineligible lot re- nomination for Conernissioper of Louisville and Jefferson county, an %tale peinnery in November and Mr.
They are unfit to live among decent , judge, but those who know him have
election. Mr. Vreeland' has aelomp-' Agriculture by a majority of 26.000, of Graham Vreeland, managing-edit- Vet eland has begun an .active'cartspeople arid' should he biadMist4 -594. told us he will Make a failevelleneartial lished something in an office 'that next to the largest amajority received or of the Courier-Journal, who for
• larito the present time he hate
„eel wale:4 leiresaid and able judge., Wd agile, as we was creettel for • the farmers, but le/ any candidate in the state prine- ame years was the legislature correa- no ;opposition.
prison.
51.
t:•
..t •
Wrollirryft•'.
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Franchise Grabbing In
* Chicago City Council
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-EYES TESTED FREE
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High Tdass Vaudeville
One Performance Only
TRASH AND GLADDEN, Singers and Dancers.
GILES W. HARRINGTON, Songs and Stories.
4. VON GROFFE, Equilibrist.

COLLINS AND LaBELLE in a Whirling Comedy
MLLE EMMA COTRELY
Boxing Act
America's Foremost Lady Juggler
:
MISS BESSIE BABB,Female Baritone

•

NEW LIFE MOTION PICTURES

Admission 25 cents for adults.

Children 10c. -
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CAIRO LEADS WANTS GRAVEL CUPID'S SLAVES Auction
WRITES
THE VICTORY LLF YESTERDAY MR. JAMES BOHAN
CHIEF WOODS FOR NAMES
PUTS THAT—CLUB AT THE
OF DEALERS.
HEAD.

Poor

Old

Padutlah

Is

Digging The

Mighty Hard Far....tb11.21119! at the
Tail End.

Gentleman

Was Formerly

Member of the Board of Works
There, and Is Well Known.

MISS MARY HUDSON AND MR.
CHARLES WALTON UNITED
HERE.

a Mrs. Mary

and Mr. F. J.
Craig Married Yesterday Morning,

—Miss S.cikes
Wed.

Standing of th1

(kb.

Rogers

and Thos. Stroud

LA;)EIBINNI

EXIMIX

LEAGU E PARK.

PADUCAH vs. CAIR.0

JUNE 14,15 AND 16

Sales
Daily
2:30 AND 7:30 P M.
BARGAINS FOR EVEI.BODY
WE WANT THE CASH.

- Seats:Now On Sale.

General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAM)

STAND 35 CENTS, BOX
SEATS
6o
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:30
P. M. SHARP.

CENTS.

,

First-Class
Watch Work"

Chief James Vt,00ds of the fire deL Pet- pertinent has recnved a letter from
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
17 -585 Mr. James D. Bohan of Louisville,
Mary Hudson and Mr. Charies
Miss
17 -S75,asking that the latter be put in cornJEWELERS.
Walton weriel =Our* ad the Hart
17 -505 nsustication
with
Paducahana House on North Fourth by Rev.
403 Broadway.
20 -47
handling 'bon" gravel. The chief W. E. Cave of the First Presbyterian
8122 4°3 informed the Louisvillan O
- at he dhurcili. The initials oecured in the
a6 .3to could procure all infoaitien.
tt
be presence of quite a number of their
wanted from the dealers .pti,fgpr
c,el, friends and relatives.
Today's Sebpdak.
!be. chirf furnishing, a itisW Steen
The bride is a very pretty and popCairo ai Paducah.
or eight names.
young lady and has beitn part
ular
Denellte at Mattoon
Mr. Bohan is a prominent business propietor of the Hart House with
Vincennes at Jacksonville
man of the Falls City, q4 being a her brother, Mr. Henry Hodson, the
tersonal friend of Clblif ilVootilt. manages% who recently pureha,ed the'
Yesterday.
Results
%rote him for the reference.
Mr. hostelry.
Caro. 2. Pa thleafh ,
Bohan was formerly secretary of thr
The groom is a 'internam ernilloyed
witness—Rain.
ether
No
board of works for that city and re- by the independent telephone company and has many friends here. He
Only a few people were on -hand marked in his communication that
and
bride art preparing to tinter
he.
understood
the
graselwas
Paducah
yestosday to witness the opening
housekeeping
at Fifth and Washingof
a
superior nmi
re, and he wanted to
game betvrecti Cairo and Paducah
ton
streets.
be
placed
in
c
respondence
with
due to idle fact it was expected that
Paducah would il)e defeated. and Or sone of the deal ..
Morning Nuptials.
It is possible that the Lovisville
fans did sot miis. their guess.
Yesterdey morning at it o'clock
Loard wants some of t he grovel
for the sweet girl graduate and to
from here to try upoe the . public Mink Miry Rogers of the city and
ab rhh po a
Cairo—
county.
were
the
of
Craig
-Mir.
C.
F.
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
st-,ets of the state metropicifis, which
31050
!Jong. cf
married at 32o Norton street in the
Bissell. If.
4 0 0 1 0 0 "4 always looking out for whatever presence -if a number of friends. The chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
1 o 0 good things i: can utilize.
Fleming. rf.
Squire
40 "Bond" gravel is of the kind that ceremony was performed by
4 0 0
Roland. 21)
Mechanics let collar pins, also silver novelties
just
outside
Tyler,
N.
A.
o cements thoroughly.
o o
Dethridge, S.
4
htwg.
of all descriptionc
Blossar, 3b.
4 o 2 1 1 co.
The contracting parties are people
••
II
Coonors, lb.
4
O 4.+444-:••1 /11 -1,1 11.:-.0.++4•46 iveLl known and have gone to th
40061 0
Searles, c.
•
.
• Epperson section of the county to
5 o
•3 o o
Way. P.
take ap their home.
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
We handle all the finest and daint34 2 4 27 12 0
Totals—
articles with the utmost care,
est
Marry floo West.
and
make repairs that are absolutely
Announcement Is mane that July
it. r bh Oft a e,
Paducah-satifactory.
will
Coope7. ii.
4 't 1 5 o 1' The steamer Kentucky came out of tatti at Lo. Angeles. Cal., there
Stokes of
I 0 the Tennessee river
2 0 I
Haas. th.
yesterday. She he married Kiss Nellie
4 00 3 1 0 lays until 5 o'clock tomorrow after- that city, and Mr. Thomas Stroud.
Wetzel, 3h.
Lloyd, rf. .....• • 4 0 0
• 3 noon before departing on her return the Paducah boilermaker who located several months ago in Fort
o t t o ° that war.
Taylor. cf.
The bride is the
I
t
7
o
Perry. 4.4
I t This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick Worth., Texas.
428 Broadway.
John Stokes. the
NV%
of
daughter
3 0 I 3 4
Nippert. b.
Fowler leaves for Cairo. She returns
his
with
here
carpenter
who
left
2
0
1
3
o
4
I3entorringr, C.
PHONE 722-a.
tcnight.
mrnit'hK ago for Los
3001 2 1,
Tadlock, p
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to- family some
rnside. The daughter re1 o 0 o o
•Ileathic, p..
night, leaves there tomorrow and re- Angtefes to
until two weeks afro
mained
here
- turns here Sunday.
!as
the family tve ;
4;)
5
flowed
27
she
when
10
4
Totals—
The Joe Fowler comes in today
She was stenographer here for the
•Ilealvic hatted for •TaOlock in the(from Evansville and
gets out imme- Loeb and Bloom whisky house.
ninth inning.
diately on her return that way.
7
g
E
The contracting parties, have man's;
t 2 3 4 56
1 noings—
•The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
o
here who forward emigrant
4
0-2
friends
0
t00000
Cairo
for Evansville and comes back again lotions.
Paducah . 00000000 o—o 5 4 tomorrow.
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
Two base hits---Gotinors.
The Georgia I ce parsed u 'ester
Former Paducahan Died.
Stolen bases--I-ong.
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
day en route to Cincinnati front MenSacrifice hits---Wetzel, Perry.
Mr. William Read, t;te well known
phi..'
3
.
to
Searles
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
Double plar.--Wlay to
The Peters Lee goes down tomor- attache of 0. A. Tate's eroccry at
s.
Oi
.esterday
strets,
Jefferson
and
row bound for Mmphis from Cincin- Fifth
berth included.
Bases on balls—Off Way, 5.
morning received a vnessiore from
nati
Tadby
5;
Way.
out—By
Struck
Princeton, Ill., annourciog the death
The City of Saltillo passed_
look. 3
ix t
.
.tre o
night
Haas,
bound
bal4-=-Lorqp
for
the
Tennessee
pitched
dyer
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
Mit by
st.t'e
telegram
n
did
Read.
The
from
St.
Louis.
of five or over $1.5o each, without
Taylor, Downing.
what caused the dissolution, aril the weals: $2.00
with meals.
Left on bsses--Ogro, 6-, Padacith, The City of Savannah gets to St.
Louis
today and leaves there tomor- brother here did not even know of
to.
Good music on all the boats. For
row bound back this way for the the other's sickness.
•
t35.
.
4
Time of.. game
The remains are expected :n the farther particulars see
(
Ihnpire--Histch-Wright.
Tennessee river.
city this afternoon or tonight. The
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
Are you going to Metropolis Sun- funeral services over the remains of
"Ye-s.," said the man who was beor
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
ginning to sour on the national sport, day, June 17th? The steamer Geo. Mr. Read will be held at so o'clock Agent. Phone 33.
Sunday
morning,
be
followed
and
Nest to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s aye you
baseCowling leaves at 9:30 a. M. and 2
"it's interesting sometimes,, but
followed
and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UNwith
money,
interment
in
Oak
very
becoming
p.
is
nowadays
m.
ball
Returns at 6 p. m. White peoGrove cemetery. It will be hel from
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICYCLES.
ple only. Round trip 25 cents,
dirty."
Messrs. William, Victor and %arks
Inc reside,ite of M... William Read
"Ohl" exclaimed his fair companof this city and Beverly and
Reed
at
6ao
North Fifth
ion, "I untielstand now why those
LEST YOU FORGET.
Edward
Read of St. Louis, all of
Mr. Alaa i.:er Read was b a in
All tax-payeri are hereby rispect' players .are. wearing gloves."-r.
whom have the community's symRemember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and everyfirMly reminded that the first half of .his city f•et:, -five yea:. ;No an I wa, r-athy in their "reparable
.
'
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
• dclphia Press,
Expert
loss.
a
man
well
known
ti
evn-yhritly,
as
city taxes are now due.
machinists
in
shop.
our
guaranteed.
repair
All
work
Ten per cent penalty is added to his est.-- el standing was otteted
Ladles' Dii*..1
GETS $7.000 FOR A fig° RUG.
Today is Ladles/ iattthe hose all June hills remaining unpaid July by his popularity. He was a harball park; and all Am admitted for the first. We (Praire that you escape ness maker, whlch ate anon he fol.
Bowling Green, Ky.— K entucky
the srma14 sorry of ten cents each.' As this additional cost, and also tfhe an- lowed all his life. He had been reEducational Association. Dates of
Des Moines, Iowa, June i+—Mrzi sale
the ladies ace as enthusiastic fens noyance of waiting your turn In (he siding in P—nceton orl.. a few years,
June iflth and s9th, 1906, limited
Conger ,wife of the United
as the mien,and expecially when our rush of *he last Pew days. Therefore I eing eonnected with a large tetnh- E.
to June 23rd, ;906. Round trip rats
States minister so China, who recentold enemy, Cairo, is beret doubtless We request you to kindly call at the lishment ths e.
Sold at
the grandstand wilt' this afternoon
)n treestwer'e office soon as possible, The deceased is survived by a ly bought a rug its China for $90
ligerovear.,..
it* bountiful supply,* the. fair latal Featly'
wife and one daughter, also -One sister, against the protein of tier Armband
Messrs. Green and. McDonald,
Gray'. Buffet,
always, preteils ent.,thei ditY.
4 TORN .T. DO
N, Mrs. Lum Fields; *if, of the con- Ia just sold the rug to a Chicagq spectors of fraq9 and boilers, ateived
Palmer House Bar,
bandliter
a
netting.
$7t000,
for
man
$ •
air Treasure
so spar :or '4:secn.
f. -lesiOtor here, and five
brothers
hews yesterday from Niurhrille, Tenn M. A. 1.441011111esits0..
,
anna' profit.
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Cairo'34
Denville
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Vincennes
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Warren & Warren

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

is J. Bleich91

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

#E)

IMMENSE,
11111•11,

BALpWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

T

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

D. II. BALDWIN & CO.

- W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, BY

EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER

Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle loon
New One Sec
WILLIAMS BICKIICO
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

ANXIOUS ABOUT DEER
'GUIDES IN ADIRONDACKS FEAR
ANOTHER HARD worrY.R.

FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The Famous American Philosopher
Was the Rage of the French
Court.

FALL OF A TETER 1.
BY G. H. NORTHCZOIPT.

A Matter et Wills.
They were discussing the things
which help a man to obtain success in
the world, when one young man said:
"There's nothing like force of character. Now, there's Hunks. He's sure
to make his way in the world. He's a
will of his own, you know."
St. Louis and) Tennessee River Pacic"But Brown has something better
et
company—the cheapest and bes
In his favor," argued his friend.
"What's that?"
excursion cmt of Paducah.
"A will of his anele's."-- Tit-Bits.

He was known as "Thoughttul TornFranklin be -ante the fashion of the lens" among his acquaintances; his in.
timates called him "T. T." Thus does
-State That Large Numbers of the season. For the court itself dabbled
friendship assist to longevity. And be
a
little
in
liberal
ideas,
wrote
John
Animals Were Billed by Severcause the sobriquet were not InapproHay, in "Franklin in France" in Cent
ity of the Last Two
priate, he felt embarrassingly out of
thry.
Be pin-earful was tha vast Im•
Seasons.
place at the Buten ban ball, where he
pulse of free thought that then influ. irst
met her. She seemed moat be.
Adirondack guides and the sports- enced the mir 1 of France—that sue
Not in His.
wilderingly beautiful to the tall, shy
men who hunt in the north wood' ceptible Frenc' mind that always an, youth, as he leaned against
"Do you think there are microbe@
a pillar,
-are hoping that the coming winter swers like the wind harp to the breath his moist hands clasped behind him. In kisses, Miss May?"
"I don't think there would be in your
will not be so hard on the deer as of every true human aspiration—that That night Cupid was in form; no rare
kisses."
the last two seasons have been, reel even the highcst classes had caught and shaft was needed.
"I--ah—that's nice of you; let's—"
After weeks of fruitless searching he
ports the New York Sun.
the infection of liberalism.
They
"Microbes are said to possess Intel.
With a patience
One of the guides in the Big Moose handled the momentous words Liberty met her again.
nonce and nothing intelligent lingers
district said last summer that a and Human Rights in their dainty worthy of the best of causes he had
tried to find her unaided. But he only where It is apt to come into contact
-third of all the deer in that part of way, as if they were only a new game
knew her as the most beautiful girl with cigarettes."—Houston Post.
the Adirondacks had died of exposure for their amusement, not knowing in London; so
his quest was a trifle
Health Hint.
and starvation dung the last two what was to them the terrible import difficult. At length, with many blushes,
The way for a maid to keep warm,
years. A Saranac guide who had of those word/. It became very much he turned to the friend who had rrst
When caught ln a bilszard or staxm.
been up in the northwest part at taw the accepted Wag at court to PIM introduced them and promptly secured
Is to wear a big coat
a clew.
Wen her tees te her threat..
region during the winter said half the about Franklin. The yam
sad loveCompletely enwrapping her farm.
"Oh, she's in a tea shop somewhere
deer there had died.
ly queen, Marie Antoinette was most
—Houston Poet.
This was probably an exaggeration, winning and u '-us toward him. in the city!"
Then he began a course of teas and
AFTER THE HONEYMOON.
though there is no doubt that the loss The
languid
rtiers
crammed lunches extending over a wide area.
was great. Man after man will tell natural scions* to talk with him. The Faint, yet pursuing,
he sat down on t
you of passing anywhere from two small wits who knew a little Greek spring evening at one of the familial
or three to seven or eight dead ani- called him Solon and Aristides and species of marble-topped tables, and
mals in a single day's crossing from Phocion.
from behind him there approached the
one point to another.
It is sad to think of the utter un; white-capped vestal who served that
It may seem strange to speak of oonsciousneas of these amiable aristo- particular altar.
"Good evening, Mr. Tomkins! What
deer dying from exposure, but that, crats. They never dreamed that this
may I get your
added to their weakened condition aue man Franklin was a portent and a
Yes, it was she; and he could only
to lack of food, was actually what prophet to them. He was incarnate
gasp and stammer.
frilled hundreds of them.
democracy, and they petted him.
"Oh, Miss Bell! How delighted I am
In the winter they feed on any They never imagined that in showering to see you again! I've been wondering
arson things which they can find un- their good-natured homage upon this If I ever should. In fact, I've been
der the snow, and also on the young- austere republican they were mowing looking for you everywhere!"
"Have you, really? How nice!"
set shoots of the hemlock trees. If the wind which would ripen in an aw.
"Yes, that's just how I feel! Good
;there is heavy snow which Iles long fill harvest of whirlwinds.
Later,
ton the ground they get along very ween the whirlwinds had hardly got heavens, I think you look better in
black than anything!"
well. The snow protects the foliage beyond the frisky stage of their de
"Don't be silly! Shall I get you some
underneath it, and if it is deep, with velopment, the queen lamented bitter tea?"
a crust, the deer can feed on hemlock ly the folly of these ovations to the
"Tea? Oh, yes! I hadn't thought
shoots which they could not possibly great democrat. There was one saga- of that. Of course, tea and toast."
,each from the ground.
cious head that was wisely shaken
Thus began an evolution in intimacy
But if it is bitter cold, with little over these indiscretions while they that was both swift and Interesting to
Mr. Newwed—I shall never, neve'
Meow, there is no protection for low lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Au* the ealookers, and of deep importance love another woman as I love you.
Mrs. Newwed—I should hope not.
sprains, and those which are not trite brother to the queen, who was to at least one of those concerned.
Every evening he came and each time
Mr. Nee/wed—You needn't get se
quickly eaten freeze to a worthleise in Paris on his travels, and who was
stayed longer. But always and only sore about it. I guess I could if I
-condition. Then the deer eat all the as much of a democrat himself as an
te tea.
wanted to —Chicago Sun.
hemlock sheets within reach of the emperor can be, when his sister re"Why don't you come to lunehr-she
ground. After that they starve. At buked his coolness on the American asked him one day
Able to Pay.
Any rate, they become so weak that question, replied: "Madam, the trade
"Oh, I can't very well!"
Club Man—Why didn't you recognise
I live by is that of a refilliat."
"But it isn't far from your office?"
Clarence Fastchapp when we met?
they cannot bear what comes nett_
"Oh, no; quite near!
About five
Sister—He has disgraced himself. !
Court incense could not turn the
A year ago it was no uncommon
was told that he was turned out of the
thing for guides to see several deer philosophic beivi any more than the minutes' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else Hightone club for not paying his dues
When
together, each with a saddle of snow loud acclaim of the people.
better. Tiger's is only good enough
Club Man—That's a base slander. I*
Franklin
found
himself
the honored
on its back. The snow cakes must
for tea? I see!"
was only for "conduct unbecoming a
have been there for some time, but the guest of royalty, his thoughts reverted
"Really, no! it's not that at all!"
gentlemaa."—N. Y. World.
animals had reached so low an ebb to those faraway days of his boyhood
"1 suppose you do have lunch?"
A. Mistake.
eat vitality that there was not enough when his father used to quote to him
"Oh, regularly!"
Hinonner—You are charged wit)
"Well, come here. We have very
warmth in their bodies to melt the in the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise man, "Beast thou a nice joints and things, and this table breaking a chair ovsr your wife's head
*now.
Prisoner—It was an accident, /our
There were heavy snowfalls during man diligent in his business? He shall Isn't always full. That is, of course, if
honor.
these trying seaeons, but they were stand before kings." The old sage you ears for me to wait upon you!"
Hisonner—What? Didn't you intend
Poor Tiamkias! That look and a
almost immediately followed by a vi- heard the echo of that paternal voice
piece of muMn nearly finished him. He to hit her?
resounding
over
half
century,
a
and
a
lent thaw or pouring rain, which in
Prisoner—Yes, but I didn't intend is
had to clasp her hand before he could
its turn was followed by a sharp new axed strange light as of prophecy reply.
break the chair.—Cleveland Leader.
fultIlee, illumined
the
immortal
freeze.
"Winnia, you know It's sot that"
Our Proud Bird.
All through the Adirondacks guides words. Surely no man ever lived more
"Well, why don't you comer
"This is indeed the age Gf comma%
And her smile defied him to give a
attempted to save the deer.
They diligent in his besiness. Surely no
Menem," said the man of senteaenta
felled hemlocks so that the anintsie man ever stood, with more of the in sensible reason.
"What makes you think so?"
here,"
"Look
answered,
be
nate
dignity
"you
upright
of
manhood,
be
-could browse on the branches which
"Rome of cmr statesmen never men
come
-morrow
off early to
night, don't
bad been out of their reach. Tits)
, fore kings.
tioa the American eagle any more and
you?"
-seen scattered grain where deer were
are continually applauding the work of
"Yea"
In the habit of passing.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS. "Meet me at the corner of Chancery the American hen "—Washington Star.
At Big Moose lake when deer were
lane and let us go for a walk togethWhy, of Course.
seen coming along the ice men woui'd New York Trilor Tells why Good er? Do, Winate," he continued in a
"We are always striving to keep our
Clothes Are Not So Often
whisper, "then I'll tell you way I goods before
So out with a sack of grain and scatthe eyes of the public."
don't come to lunch."
ter it across the course the aniSoon.
said the storekeeper.
She had never been to Hampstead
mals were taking, then get back out
"What is your liner asked the man
**There are fewer well dressed men Heath before, and It had been specially addressed
of the way.
arranged
for her to get a good impres"I'm In the eyeglass business."—YonIn spite of these efforts the deer Is Brcadway at the present time than
sion of it that evening. Who would kers Statesman.
died by scores. A man came into Big I hays known for several years," said
dream she was a waitress, thought
Moose one day, having walked acroes an uptom tailor, reports the Sun. "Ai TosakIns as he stepped proudly along
Irani( at Least.
from one of the logging camps, and the game time there are more well at her side, trembling every time their
"You haven't married me just to spite
said that he had passed one bunch of dressed men in New York now than elbows touched? She seemed to his somebody else, have you?" the heiress
seven deer, and he doubted if any of ever: because there are more men here imagination a goddess in modern garb, asked, looking anxiously up into his honthem lived through the day. It was than ever, but the good dressers are escaped front the fragrant wood that est blue eyes
loomed before them in the spring twi"No, dear," he absently replied "I
that way all through the mountains, net on street parade.
took you for your money alone."--Cas"You find them at the clubs, at the light'so that it is small wonder that con"! promised to tell you—"
sell's.
siderable anxiety is felt that the com- places of amusement. The day of the
"Yes?"
ing sea.s.n should be a favorable one Broedway dandy has passed though
To tell you--about--why, I meets. 1
An Extraordinary Cow.
If you doubt this take a stroll through don't come to lunch!"
for the herds.
"When we go to live in the country
Broadway on any afternoon when the
"Don't if you had rather net, you James, we must buy an extraordinary
Electrical Wondere.
weather mar has made good on his know. It doesn't matter in the least." eow."
Aladdin's luminary and all the won- torecast fe,r fair weather.
"An extraordinary cow? What for?'
"But I want to. Shall we sit down?"
den of the fairy tales cannot compare
"The doctor says that baby mustn't
The kindly shadows veiled their rest"At the time when Eroadway had
with the modern magicians in every the reputation of
place
be
ing
fed on ordinary cow's milk."—
only
and
spring
the
breeze
shcwing off more
heard.
Juage.
century
engineers, welt dressed men than
day twentieth
any other city
"I've always been a queer fellow, I
-whose marvels, up to 1902, are deIn this country there was more leisure believe," be began, "serious
Weather Man's Difficulty.
and shy;
tailed in a recent government census
In New York. The New Yorker of to- what some chaps call 'goody-goody:
"How are you coming on with your
report. In the year the census was
day is too much engrossed with his I'm not really, you know. I'm very new system of weather prediction?"
taken there were 3,620 central electric business
"Well," answered the prophet. cheer.
to idle le front of the hotels fond of sport and do a lot of cycling"
eitations, representing
$500,000,04 0,
Ily, 'I can always get the kind of weath
"I love cycling!" she interpolated.
or on the corners.
10,000 officers and laborers, whose
"I'm what they 'all a fellow with no er all right, but I haven't quite succeeded
"When he is at business he appears
vowel amounted to $20,000,000; 125,In business attire. When he quits tions. I suppose It's because I read in hitting the dates exactly."—Tit-Bits
4100 miles of wire had been laid; 419,a good deal. And I believe we don't
usiness he disappears from the street
Otherwise Defined.
properly."
000 arc lamps and 18.000,006 meanand conies out in proper attire else"What
do
you
mean?"
descent lamps were in service; the
waere later In the day.
"That is—I mean—we Ought to eat to enrich himself at the expense of the
stationt had an output of 3,300,000,000policyholders."
"Another season why you notice more fruit and nuts and t5tit
of
/torso power hours, with a daily out..
"That wasn't a temptation," replied
fewer of the well dressed now than thing
In fact, I'm a vcvtarian,
_gout of nearly 13,000,600 horse power
rold blooded flnanfoer. "That was
formerly is that the turnout in the and--"
sours, which is approximately equivacppnrtlinity
an
"—Wa.hington Star.
her
But
silvery
laugh
cut short h13
street is more mixed. We have men
lent to the work possible were every
from all parts of the country. They explanation.
Had to Catch Up.
man in the country to spend the day
"Oh, Jack, you silly boy! Is that
are var.ously arrayed. Every style Is
"I can't see what makes Miss Yella
all'
What
rubbisht But I am glad! leaf age
to turning a crank.
seen, and in the crush the well dressed
so rapidly of late."
Wa3 afraid—"
"She's catching up."
not
conspicuou
man
is
as
s
as
he
..sed
Made Him Fly.
"What? What were you afraid of,
"Catching up?"
Winn!0?"
Patience—They said if he married to be
"Yes.
She remained 22•for 11 years
'At the time when Broadway had
"I was afraid—ft—was some one
her she'd make an angel of him
you know."—Cleveland Leader.
reputation
the
showing
of
off
else."
so
many
Patrice —W ell,
she
accomplished
"Oh. Winn le!
Solve one else?
Practical Joke.
part of the contract. She's made him of the properly attired the good dressNever!"
Jimmy—I got a good joke on sister',
Sly about a good deal.—Yonkers States- ers had it LH their own way. In that
His arm stole round ber waist and best feller.
day one could get the styles by watchdrew her toward him. Their hands
Tommy—What did yer do?
ing the procession."
were tightly clasped. AM—yes, her
Jimmy—I
mixed some quinine is
Too High a Price.
lips were perfect.
with sister's face pow den—Cleveland
He—As I sat there alone, Hilda came
No Danger.
Next day she triumphantly placed Leader.
*Jong and offered me a penny for soy
"Now, Mr. Newcome," the vestry- before him a full man's portion .of
thoughts.
One of *any
man, who was decidedly lowll"church," "eosin beef and Yorkshire." The cherDownton—What's happened to BM
She—The extravagant creature.—
said to the new rector, "there's one ished theory was exploded. Adam had
airs? He goes around in rage.
succumbed.—London Opinion.
Ifitray Stories.
thing we demand of our rector; there
Upton—He has stopped renting an
must be no surplice here—"
In New Zersey.
Profitable Mistake.
gone to building.—N. Y. Weekly.
He—Three'hundred years ago this
She—Some people 'rat by the Ms.
"Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr.
Awfully Blunt.
place was peopled by savagrs.
Newcome, "there's no danger of that takes of others.
Grafton—M
y son is learning life in
He—Yes:
like
the
minister
vile got
She—How it has deteriorated!— on the salary youy,"—Philadelphis
fee for marrying wt.—Chicago J01111/04, surance,
Jedge.
Press.
kevell—Who's his Failln7—Puck.
I.
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Excursion:

Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be,- keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suffer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to

1••••=n•••••••••••

nn For the Round

SIL UU Tennessee river &Tripreturnto

GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.

It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each

Easing the

Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent;
Brown, agent.

Frank

pan

11

in a very few

Minutes.

L

J. II. Oehischlaner.

Why will you stater
Whr.n

DRUGGIST

•

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
WHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.

SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

Dr. B. T. Hall
Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too Liay, um Phone tow

Office with

BACON'S A. S. D.ABNEY
DRUG
STORM!

—DENTIST—

Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone an
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 31.

Tart
411111111111111.11111/
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th„ Ispo6.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkins-tulle
Leave Pr nceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive &labs. Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arr.ve
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Tenn
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsvile
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville
Cincinnati

No. tot
8:ao a.m
12:01 p.m.

No. to3
6:0o p.m.

228 p.m.

19
64
2
19:
.
4
4
128
0
3044005
1:03 a.m.

14
3
20
51 p.
:i23.
111.
7:oo p.m.
4:53
6:10
6:t5
7:20
8:06
8:t3

2:27 ant.
340 a.m.

9-13..
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7
43:::450755

15
20
11 25
12 39
6 is
9 25
3 45
28
, 05
oti
4 4 55
5 115
ç, r 5
10
II

7:ye
gicio
11 :05
12:30
:a8
8.yo
8.o5
11.20

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
am,
11.UL
2 35 p.m.
4.1 5Pen.
4.20 pm.
6:0o p.m.

6
5:0
3; am.
ni

••

•

- 1 .to p.m.
10.35 a.m.
No.
7:to
6:45
8 07

No. tat

8:10 a.m.
8.15 p.m.

102
p.m.
am.
aan

No. [04
9.15 crn.
8.30 P.m.
10:10 p.m.
11 :58 p.m.
12 35 a.m.
1:43 am.
148
3.03 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8 t o a.m.
9-45 a•M•
3 51 sem
4 30 ern,
5 re a m.
8 oo a.111.
7 50 a M.
12 oo noos,

in.
a.m.
a.m.
p in.
p.m.
m.
p.m.

a

p.ra
p M.
pm.

p.m
p.m.
p.m.

No. laa

6:oo
7:40
7:50
9:29

a.m.
LUL.
a.121.
a.na

tos:3s
tt:30
12:55
*4:55
4:55

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
11.tn-

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No. 306
p.m.
4.25 pile
6 ,eo a.m.
/4 30 p.m

No 374
4:30 pea.
8:40 p.a.
6:30 a.m.
7 20 2,m,

12.40

No
745
2.50
I1:40
3:35

305
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m

No.
9:40
6:20
7o5
11:00

•
•

375
pin.
p.m.
am.

CAIRO4NASHVILLE LINE.

NOR .7

BOUND

Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville

•mi•

tot-8ot
8:io
11:20 a.m.

135-835
6:40 a.m.
-

Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cairo
Areve St. Louis
Arrive Chicago

4:15
6:15
7:45
7:20
6:3o

SOUTH BOUND
Leave Chicago
Leave St.Loula
Leave Cairo ..
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Arrive Hopkinsville
Arrive Nashville

1,22-822
6:20 p.m
9:40 P.m.
6:oo a.m
7:45 a.m
7:so cm.
crap cm

pm
p.m
P.m
a.m.
a.m

9:25
9:30
11:10
4,30

eau
a.m
a.m
pm.
9:30 Din.

136-836
9:40 a.m.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 Orli.
p.m.
7:4o
3:10 p.m.
4:45 p.m.
6:to p.m.
9:25 p.m.

Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All
°the!' trains nut
daily. Trains 103 and toa carry through
sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and
102 sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Thins Sot and 822 sleepers
between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8or connects at
East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office,
Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union- Depot,
Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARSOW, D. P. A., Louisville,
KY.
- JOHN- A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
HATCH, d. P. A., Chicago, VI.

V. H. BRILL, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Re.

rir

/

71•Vp-rrnr,
ny.T.6.1,

Troubles of the Rich.
*neigh as She Is Spoke.
te-Ah, my boy.• mil
Magna
011
COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
Wkeisatoogot?
lionaire's position is a hard one.
Aftioonnoos. Lassdition,
en of Crockery B,ecently
Skeptical Friend-In what way?
How One's Beauty and Temper Can Rare Specim
Enthinkinnut?
of
State
Oil Magnate-If I hoard my wealtI
the
in
eted
Discov
Ile Maintained in Spits of the
A LITTLE ADV11187011,3 IN A
nnut 'cept lasspeeds they say l'm a skinflint, and if I give
Nuthni
New.
Roams 5 and 6 Register Building,
York,
New
Dust and Dirt
HOTEL.
rossfelt's. Lottarot.
my money away they bay I am trying
Wosswetherpredlich to ease my guilty conscience.-Tito 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Donna yso?
R. Horracks, of Fonda,, N. Y., while
Even more important than a knowlNew 'Phone 490.
"As prosperous as you see me now,two
shun?
g
huntin
last
the
Bits.
stalking deer during
ng
Funthi
weeks ago I was on the hog," remarked edge of how to appear well groomed
retha.
.
Donblet
Sesrain
upper
season at the Little Falls of the
SPECIALTIES:
Ferguson, as he paid the man in the when at home is the understanding of
A Genius.
Thasright!-Life.
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
scinwhen
his
oneself
of
settled
best
the
and
make
to
how
jacket
laW has
son-inwhite duck
new
my
think
I
ur
"Yes,
downpo
heavy
Abstracting of Tides,
Piseco, caught in a
A Profitable Failures.
tillating scrafpin more securely in his traveling. It is at such a time as this
for finance."
genius
a
shelter
seek
to
obliged
nce, rorOrafien and
was
of
rain,
Insura
Sirople--Scribbles was telling me
grass-green necktie. "I had drif ted into that even more care than usual is IMO'
"Has he been making money- on
Law.
matter this ledges of the that he made 1;60 out of his last volEstate
the
storm
from
Real
loose
In
cents
grime
and
dust
82.63
with
for
What
*nary,
Sioux City with
stocks?"
there his
sitting
While
Falls.
Little
ess
yoe
blamel
do
a
ume of poems. Is it true,
and perspiration the average woman
change in my pocket and
"No; but he's just got borne after a
attention was attracted to what seemed think?
reputation, as far as Sioux City was con- soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack
weeks' vacation. with $7.50 In
three
partly
r
boulde
to be a round, brown
Cynic-Yes; his publisher"' cash."-Chicago Reconi-Herald.
The
cerned. I calculated that before I got of proper sleep is also often added to
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
strik
covered with moss. Carelessly
with all
down
use
was
burned
wareho
out of there the reputation would get the already long list of discomforts,
lug it It gave forth a hollow sound. Hit the poems, and as he was well Insured.
LAWYER.
Irresistitis.
spotted up some, because I was hunting and so, unless my lady is really very
curiosity being excited, he dug away Scribbles' share came to 60 quid. Lucky
me
meet
she
to
r
Grumby talking to you yes
saw
"I
clever, she is apt to discove that
Guff Nilson, who had agreed
with his hunting knife and
terday. I thought you said he neve:
resembles nothing even approaching the earth
chap, isn't he?
at the Booge.
laid bare a symmetrically formed
soon
in
es
inquiri
the
us
from
alights
cautio
she
spoke to you any more?"
when
good looks
"I made a few
Wril practice in all courts of Kea.
earthen jar.
doesn't, usually, but he noticed
"He
Poor
Venus.
a roundabout way coacerning friend train to greet her loving though critiThe jar stands ten inches high. Al
tucky.
I had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
Poor Venus has an awful time
Guff and I was finally directed to a fine cal friend'.
e it measures
ferenc
largest
circum
its
stars—
other
those
inAmong
was
I
ant
tion to tell me an unfailing remwhere
attend
g,
tempta
Much of the mortification
sandstone buildin
She cannot wear her Saturn dress,
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches
edy for it."-Cleveland Leader.
formed he was staying. I didn't call upon such a condition could be avoided
Nor closer so to Mars.
circumference of the top or moutt
The
knew
Cecil ReedI
I
exuse?
the
little
a
was
of
just
iture
lsess.
the
expend
J. C. Flournoy
by
on him. What
-Clacianati Commeretal-Tri
of the jar is 24 inches.
Natural Aptitude.
be wouldn't be at liberty to do me any tra effort_ For instance, a small case
The vessel on the inside bears signs
"What profession still,79_Ur son folshould be included in the list of necesMITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES.
good-not for 82 days,anyway.
the outside shows no trace
but
use,
of
low?"
with
valise
or
six
n
ooking
sities, and this should contai
"I had a good-l
LAWYERS.
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
"Haven't decided! If his hair is cape
me that I found at Missouri Valley, when eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
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orname
to
The
him
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advise
I'll
rounde
is
ant
bottom
luxuri
daily
Rooms ro, II and 12, Columbia Bldg.
we changed cars. It was a disappoint- the creams, powder and lotions may
is particularlj
Is of the usual
top
beard
the
his
If
around
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an.
musici
but
g
nothin
ned
a
ment inside, as it contai
be carried. If the journey is to be
PADUCAH, KY.
style of the Mohawk pottery-that is,
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."four soiled collars, a briar pipe,two ham long one, the lotions may be carried in
of straight and diagonal lines
Star.
a
gton
series
Washin
but
ush,
hairbr
a
and
addrazor
by
a
used
sandwiches,
a concentrated form and
The jar still bears the moss that had
it was a dandy externally, and I thumped ing an extra amount of water on the
SECRETS.
gathered on the rounded bottom that
It down on the marble in front of the train.
earth.
the
d
was expose above
hotel clerk with all the confidence in the
Of course it goes without saying thet
Attorney at Law.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
world,
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on acI
said,
days,'
few
a
for
and
here
soap
of
be
Paducah,
use
"'I'll
informed to avoid the
Room No, 5,
count of the shape of the top, which II
ky.
Kentuc
'and I want a good, light room with a water entirely for the purpose of cleanBldg.
Columbia
cut in three curves, forming three
bath.'
lug her face at such times. True,, points, which give it a triangular are
"It went. He did ask me If I had any grime and tiny bits of coal and ctn.
pearance.
Minis checks, but I took so notice of dere will fly about and imbed themOLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOMI
It is a singular fact that the three
I
room
the
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I
as
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the
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him.
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pottery
Indian
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Largest specim
threw the boy half a dollar and then erate and tantalizing fashion, and natm
now in the valley were found in the
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the
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so
stand
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cigar
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at the
one is to vanish in the directi
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Adirondacks--the Richmond jar, the
Me me.
the lavatory for the purpose of remov- Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
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In
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possess
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jar
Horrac
The
Room He Fraternity Building.
hour that night. I didn't want to do any fortunately, however, the use of so
t and Ii
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W.
had
I
and
It
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cheap grafting if I could
Old 'Phone 484
scrubbing and rubbing only an interesting study. It is not as large
New 'Phone 114.
I much
lo study up some plan of campaign.
serves to irritate the skin, makes the as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
It
finally concluded that I would do what tacit tender and thus renders it impos*sited in the life and affairs of the
R,,
MILLE
O.
J.
I could with the hotel and hike right sible to keep the 'complexion in any,
RICK
J. K. HEND
"original Americans" is of equal value
out on the early morning train. So about thing like r. pleasing condition.
my
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out
softly
VVM, MARBLE.
two o'clock I went
The use of the lettuce cream for
IAN REPUBLIC
Judge-3o you confess that you stair
stocking feet with my handy little cleansing has been so often described OLD-TIME RUSS
pocket aanortment of tools and stole that it will not be necessary to repeat Genuine Republicanism Obtained with the suit of clothes? Have you anything to :ray in mitigation of sentence'
Into the room next.to mine.
the description, but there are other
Everyone on Equal
Prisoner-Yes, your honor. The veer
'That was all I stole. There came hair- methods with wbizii the readers are
looting.
was a wretched 111-Fliegende Blastraising yelps from the bed by the time lot so familiar, and one of these is le
a
She-They've been secretly engagee
LAWYERS.
ter,
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a
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smooth
and
swift
the formula for revolutionists, bent on making Russia
Practice in all the courts of the
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He-How do you know?
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For those who have not the patience and foreign affairs When an official
"Somebody else called him then and 'o experiment with the paste and who was accused of wrongdoing all the cit- Chicago Sun,
anxiously up into his honest blue eyes
Lao NORTH FIFTH STREET
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Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
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Paste
Is Now On Sale
At
McPherson,s
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Dr. William T. Graves Re-elected',
Health Officer For the City
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PADUCANANS ARE INCLUDED

Giant Sawlog Sawed by Paducah
Firm Turns Out 2,860 Feet of Lumber
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CONEERANCE CLOSES TODAY
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West Kentucky Coal Co.
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